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1. introduction
Experimenting with listening 

looking back 
in 2006 a young opera was jointly founded at national-
theater Mannheim by the children‘s and young people’s 
theatre schnawwl and nationaltheater Mannheim’s opera 
department.

a initial congress on contemporary music theatre for young 
audiences took place in 2009 here in Mannheim in co- 
operation with the KJTZ – Kinder- und Jugendtheaterzen-
trum in der Bundesrepublik deutschland (The children’s 
and young People’s Theatre centre in the Federal repub-
lic of germany) and posed the question: What kind of music 
theatre do children need? This resulted in taking stock of 
the current music theatre for children and music pedagogy 
in germany. The cultural-policy position paper, “Mann-
heimer Manifest zum Musiktheater für Kinder“ (“The Mann-
heim Manifest on Music Theatre for children“) conse-
quently came into being and remains current to this day. 

Furthermore, as a result of the symposium, the assiTeJ 
collective for Music Theatre for young audiences was es-
tablished. The more than 70 members representing opera 
houses and departments, children‘s and youth theatres and 
publishing houses, composers, librettists and social sci-
entists have been regularly sharing their experiences in 
it’s forum since May 2010. opportunity to together share 
thoughts on work methods, conceptions ideas, structures, 
themes, repertoire and perspectives is also presented by 
the joint viewing and discussion of current productions for 
young audiences in various locations and houses. 

The staatstheater oldenburgh held a second symposium 
on contemporary music theatre for young audiences in 
2012, once again in co-operation with the KJTZ. The sym-
posium asks: What distinguishes a successful music theatre 
production? in order to critically discuss the conditions re-
quired for a production’s success, the symposium examined 
five, very varying, exemplary productions from Germany 
and the netherlands. 

Ten years after the young opera was founded and seven 
years after the the first symposium on contemporary music 
theatre for young audiences, Mannheim once again wel-
comed us for the international congress Happy new ears –
Music Theatre for young audiences in co-operation with 
the festival of the same name and the nationaltheater 
Mannheim. The line of enquiry this time was: 

happy nEw Ears
Music Theatre for Young Audiences –
International Congress
20th – 22nd November 2016 in Mannheim

contemporary music theatre for young audiences was 
the focus of the international congress‘ many pres-
entations, discussions and performances. over three 
days, taking place in Mannheim, a space was created 
in which theatremakers discussed and shared experi-
ences of current and future developments within the 
field and conducted hands on investigation in Exper-
iment spaces. This information pack contains docu-
ments that report the congress‘ results and stimuli. 

You can find additional information about the pro-
gramme and speakers here:  
www.happynewears-congress.de.  
recordings of the presentations and discussions can be 
listened to here: https://voicerepublic.com/users/ 
happynewearscongress
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1. inTroducTion

what is „experimentation“ called in music theatre for 
young audiences? 
The hands-on investigation into this question in experi-
ment Spaces, and reflection upon experiences gathered 
in them, was central to what was shared and discussed. 
160 national and international participants – practicing 
and soon to be artists from the fields of composition, li-
bretto, music, vocals, direction, dramaturgy and the visual 
arts as well as colleagues from education, research, cul-
tural mediation and promotion – gathered for three days 
in Mannheim. Here experimental approaches to contempo-
rary music theatre for young audiences were investgated 
within the framework of the jam-packed programme fea-
turing presenations, discussions, performances, post-per-
formance discussions, five Experiment Spaces and various 
reflection-rounds. 

staging listening
sounds and noises among countless messages accompa-
nied by catchy music demand our attention and form per-
manent background noise that penetrate the ear from 
every direction. These are however rarely consciously ap-
preciated. To counteract this, contemporary music thea-
tre wants to create a space for staged listening, a space 
in which concentration will be directed towards sounds, 
music and in best case scenarios towards how both are 
produced. it aims to open its young audience’s ears, make 
familiar sounds appear unfamiliar and introduce unknown 
sounds – to make listening apparent within a scene. 

an Experimental stance
To experiment with music theatre means the questioning 
of all established expectations as well as the structures of 
production and the traditional production methods com-
prised of the components libretto, composition and in-
terpretation as well as ususal performance situations and 
the idea that music theatre urgently needs a storyline or 
music, which is to be interpreted in a habitual manner by 
the muscians and the instruments of a typical orchestra 
hidden away in the orchestra pit. Matthias rebstock said 
during the congress: “experimenting with music theatre 
entails experimenting with listening ... that demands “pri-
marily a different stance towards mode of expression“ in 
comparison to works that aim for the mediation of mes-
sages and content.“ 

The participants were presented with the challenges of 
this stance on the second day of the congress. The aim of 
the five widely ranging Experiment Spaces was to make 

discoveries and to question both material and oneself and 
in doing so to go beyond the borders of one’s own experi-
ence. Participants investigated in an experimental manner 
the following varying approaches to content and methods 
of contemporary music theatre for children: the voice; the 
sounds of outdoor environments, compressed into compo-
sitions when indoors; the realm of possibility of musically 
artistic encounters with the very youngest of audiences – 
those aged 0 – 3 years; the opportunities and obstacles 
involved in dialogue between music cultures; and sound 
scapes and environmental sounds that can be extracted 
with children from everyday objects and materials. 

being a listening audience member
remarkable music theatre productions from across europe, 
which all played with performance situations and me-
dias, encouraged a change of perspective and enabled re-
flection upon the features of each exemplary production. 
These productions developed scenes instrumentally within 
the procedure of making music and in doing so created 
space for aural experimentation and experience. examples 
are Belgian Zonzo compagnie’s “Listen to the silence“ and 
dutch Muziekvoorstelling.nl/alle Hoeken van de Kamer-
muziek’s „Hui!“ (Whoosh!), and the host, the Junge oper 
Mannheim‘s (young opera Mannheim) “Lauschangriff!“ 
(Hear attack!).

The following documents aim to stimulate further thought. 
This is inkeeping with the congress’s focus on examina-
tion, discovery, thinking outside the box regarding music 
theatre for young listening audiences and equally it‘s chal-
lenging of the production structures for the future whether 
in opera houses, houses with mutli-disciplinary depart-
ments, independent production houses or in co-operation 
with theatremakers who produce in a participative man-
ner with children and teenagers. Many questions remain 
unanswered such as whether, and how, experimental work 
methods can become fruitful for large opera stages. one 
thing is certain: complex experimentation within music 
theatre requires a safe space for interdisciplinary, artistic 
negotiation and investigation into sound scapes and the 
scope of their scenic possibilities; sufficient funding and 
above all, time.

Annett Israel  
(Project Manager International Congress Happy New Ears – 
Music Theatre for Young Audiences)
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2. rolling on
Contemporary music theatre for young audiences‘ current situation

The first day of the congress opened with a presentation delivered by Ina Karr, the curator of the Happy New Ears 
European Festival, in which she addressed music theatre for children’s current situation, material, dramaturgical 
approaches and aesthetics in Germany and beyond the German border. 

This presentation on music theatre for young audiences‘ 
current situation was most puzzling, more puzzling than 
any other presentation has been in a long time. as, when 
considering the topics of other presentations at other 
symposiums, or articles published in the field of thea-
tre for example, by and large there’s an array of presen-
tations on individual topics. To name just a few: reper-
toire, theatre based on literature, adaptations of novels, 
the development of new pieces, pieces for families, thea-
tre for the very youngest of children, object theatre, par-
ticipative or experimental theatre forms. The fact that 
music is becoming ever more important in theatremakers‘ 
thoughts is testament to their increasing desire for orig-
inal compositions and live music. This desire is accom-
panied by a search for narrative forms with music, and 
forms of musical expression beyond atmospheric sounds 
and songs that act as interludes. The increasing number 
of pieces specifically developed for a young audience that 
are being programmed makes this clear. similarly several 
publishers of music are strengthening the role they play 
for this audience as is evident in the wider range of ma-
terial published along side the publication of their own 
work. equally, the genre is being more thoroughly dis-
cussed within the social sciences. over the last few years, 
even amongst the der Faust theatre prize nominations, 
there has been an increasing number of music theatre 
productions within the children and young People’s the-
atre category. 

i can’t of course touch upon all developments within the 
whole of europe, however during the selection process for 
the Happy new ears Festival we did notice that there are 
many more productions and performances than there were 
just a few years ago. 

As a first impression, that sounds like a very positive state 
of affairs for contemporary music theatre for children and 
young people, whose importance is increasingly being em-
phasised by theatremakers. The genre has however, not yet 
progressed far enough for us to be able to speak of its var-
ying phases or waves, or for there to be concrete guide-
lines along which we could stimulate our discussion. Per-
haps this is the case because music theatre for children 
and young people has been primarily developed in opera 
houses and opera departments, or within children‘s and 
young people’s theatre departments, which have been 
shaped by acting. The search for aesthetics and forms of 
expression has only noticably brought the makers of chil-
dren’s and young people’s theatre together with the mak-
ers of music theatre in the last few years. This has led to, 
in my opinion, very productive discussion, which the KJTZ 
Frankfurt has heavily promoted, specifically in the the Ger-
man speaking area. 

Music theatre for children is therefore still very young 
and to be understood as in a state of development. But, in 
many places and within many new structural models new 
things are being tried out and experimented with, which is 
producing strong stimuli for material, forms, topics, ways 
of performing and increasing discussion between compos-
ers, theatremakers, directors, singers and musicians re-
garding music theatre’s content.

during the selection process for the festival, we searched 
for these new stimuli and exciting tendencies. We were 
equally guided by the investigation of issues i consider to 
be the most exciting elements of music theatre for young 
audiences or, of perhaps even contemporary music theatre 
as a whole. 
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2. roLLing on

 
issues under investgation

• What role does music play in theatrical structures 
and what is the interplay between other theatrical 
languages like?

• How is listening dealt with when considered one 
of the most important senses in music theatre?

• What role does the audience play and which atti-
tude does the piece and performance assume re-
garding specifically the young audience?

• How does music theatre for children position it-
self in relation to the canon of opera, and with re-
gard to musical language? 

Music and listening

it is always astounding just how little diligence is de-
voted to music and the accompanying sense of hearing 
within the field of children‘s theatre; I‘ve said that many 
times before but want to say it again here because in the 
theatre field we inevitably have to address this situation. 
Whether in the cradle with rattles and music boxes, in 
nursery school or while doing the shopping, from the ear-
liest stages of childhood we are surrounded by so many 
sounds that we have to learn to protect ourselves early on 
by tuning out. This process of filtering that all we experi-
ence is built into the sense of hearing because nature de-
signed our ears in such a way that we are always on alert, 
so that we can always escape danger, even when sleep-
ing. yet when awake, the ear takes second place to the 
eye; in music theatre the music, and listening along with it, 
often becomes the visual elements weaker partner. should 
you want to condense the broad field of music in thea-
tre down to the term music theatre for young audiences, 
the role music plays and in turn that of the sensory expe-
rience of listening, in my opinion, has to be taken into ac-
count. Because not only can we appreciate all sounds and 
noises with the ear, rather we can tune into voices from a 
cloud of sounds. (We can not only tune out, rather can also 

tune in). We recognise the direction from which sounds are 
coming and how far away they are. Listening locates you 
in a space. a very tactile, phyiscal experience is also con-
nected to listening – for example deep tones can be per-
ceived physically (an example being robin schulkowsky). 
When we speak of hearing we mean also of course listen-
ing, as a particular form of communication. Many new, in-
teresting works in music theatre that we’ve seen and heard 
are peroccupied with precisely this topic – hearing and lis-
tening. How can i, for example, use listening to navigate 
seeing? How can i use playing music to position music in 
a scene or use it to open up the aural space? or vice versa, 
how can i make music visible and in doing so link theatri-
cal languages together or present them in opposition to 
each other. What space do i give music in order to be able 
to speak of music theatre rather than acting with music. if 
we make listening a theme, we reposition the artwork in 
the process of reception and draw the recipient in, who is 
of particular significance in music theatre for children. This 
brings me to my next point ... 

Audience

The unique thing about music theatre is its audience. When 
working with theatre for children and young people you nat-
urally have to consider the audience. Many composers are 
suspicious of this. currying favour in terms of the audiences’ 
taste is however not meant here, nor is a search for success 
with audiences. rather taking the recipients as a starting 
point for the thought process is meant, the same recipients 
with whom you are to engage in dialogue within the artistic 
space of music theatre, and whose experience of the world 
and cultural context you are taking into consideration along 
side the increasing cultural diversity of our society.

There are no doubt practical restrictions for composers re-
garding volume and high frequencies when dealing with 
an audience of small children. Furthermore, many com-
posers are afraid of having to modify their compositional 
language, partiularly regarding level of complexity. How-
ever on the other hand, when confronted with this kind of 
doubt, it would be much more interesting to debate the 
chances and possibilities the audience brings, who are 
coming to a music theatre performance within the very 
narrow musical canon of opera without any firm expecta-
tions– at least up to a certain point. regarding the com-
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plexity of the music, this is something that, in my opinion, 
cannot yet be answered rather has to be investigated. 

in this context, the lack of pieces for a young audience 
that do not challenge the level of complexity is notewor-
thy. Works like rage of Life by elena Kats-chernin, almost 
a kind of road movie or gerhard stäbler’s simon for the 
opera in norway are exceptions. is music theatre perceived 
as being so far removed from the real world, that it is left 
out of children’s development, because the distance be-
tween reality and acting isn’t as big as that between music 
theatre and reality? or is it believed that children of a cer-
tain age are “ready“ for full scale opera and no longer need 
their own pieces? or do the topics here apparently not 
lend themselves to music theatre? 

children are constantly being given credit for being capa-
ble listeners. Because “children can listen to everything“ 
as an accomplished composer once again recently noted. 
With this stance, however you remove the responsibility 
of engaging with your audience, for whom lots is currently 
unfamiliar, and actively reflecting upon their artistic par-
ticipation. The question is not whether children can listen 
to everything, rather how they participate and engage in 
music theatre with their “knowledge of the world“ (which 
can be very different according to age and cultural back-
ground). Music is indeed an abstract language but no uni-
versal, comprehendable mode of expression received with-
out context and without being culturally rooted comes 
across in the same way everywhere, and the pure recep-
tion of sounds doesn’t necessarily mean artistic reception. 
That applies to children as well as adults. 

The focus on the audience has resulted in singers, primar-
ily trained for main stages, exploring new ways of perform-
ing. in many productions, those who play instruments in 
particular are incorporated by being brought on stage as 
performers as well as via their musical performances; they 
are presented with however – at least in german speaking 
countries – an education that has not reacted to these de-
velopments at all. 

Canon

it’s to be noted that there are currently productions of in-
creasing stature aimed at families on the main stages of 
opera houses, which are created according to specific com-
positional commissions and for which the full spectrum of 
the houses‘ resources are exhausted. Many of these pro-
ductions orientate themselves on the form and structure 
of barock opera through to literature opera, whether ar-
ranged in the classical-barock form of recitative dialogue 
and aria or through-composed. This is where the most in-
tense employment of the voice ocurrs, chiefly in the form 
of a classically trained voice. There is another form: a com-
pressed version – regarding the cast and content – of a 

(normally well-known) work of opera literature. This often 
means that the shortening of the work is accompanied by 
significant simplification. All aspects of the concrete re-
working of repertoire demands the examination of the in-
tertextuality of the opera. descartes‘ image of the demo-
lition and reconstruction of houses offers perhaps a very 
informative verdict – namely that you have to first put your 
convictions to one side in order to then „replace them with 
others, better ones or with the same“ (rené descartes). But 
in the context, this image of demolition and reconstruction 
is meant in a procedural sense. it begins to get interesting 
when we start to deconstruct works in order to re-write 
them, investigate them or rebuild them and make them 
our own. Within this context, we have invited a production 
from the stockholm opera that questions the opera and 
themes of Mozart’s don giovanni looking beyond the con-
straints of the plot with regards to its relevance to a young 
audience. From this they have developed a new version for 
singers and a chamber orchestra. 

Music theatre for children –  
structures and perspectives

Music theatre for young audienes ocurrs in various struc-
tural models. in the german speaking area the structures 
are strongly determined by the state and municipal theatre 
systems, in which music theatre has a place in, above all, 
opera houses and in children and young people’s depart-
ments of houses boasting many cross arts departments. 
in europe, its place is equally in the largest opera houses. 
above and beyond that, in many countries (including those 
in the german speaking area) it is independent children’s 
and young people’s theatres, production houses and thea-
tre groups (mainly those rooted in drama) who are taking 
part in the development of new work. 

at the same time, the structural models can be viewed as 
representative of the perspective from which music thea-
tre is perceived. during the selection process, it was most 
noteworthy that above all the dutch-Flemish speaking ar-
ea‘s instrumental ensembles are bringing stimuli to music 
theatre’s development, specifically from the field of the 
concert. Furthermore, the question is posed, what, re-
spectively, is the aim of music theatre for children? does 
it serve the economic purpose of generating audiences? 
or is to adapt the the art of opera and to equip it with 
child-appropriate material – covert pedagogic prepara-
tion for the opera audiences of tomorrow? (Why else is 
there still such a wide variety of mini-Madames (Butter-
fly) and and mini-Carmens on offer, created to explain the 
ever decreasing abutments of repertoire?) or within the 
field of the concert: are we trying to change the form of 
the concert with theatrical means in an effort to counter-
act the dwindling concert audiences? or, is it the pursuit 
of the continual development and constant investigation 
into a genre of art?
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2. roLLing on

Festival selection and themes

Here, I would like to single out 4 specific aspects and 
areas, which are currently undergoing great development 
and experimentation and that are heavily represented at 
the festival.

Music theatre 
from the  

very beginning
1.

Music theatre for young audiences is currently being af-
forded alot of space. This may well be due to the fact that 
many theatremakers in this field (theatre for young au-
diences) have already been working with music as a the-
atrical resource for a long time. Because in this context, 
via abstraction or through the non-verbal scope of sound, 
music can assume great significance. The sense of listen-
ing is primarily of greater importance than the sense of see-
ing. Babies can determine difference in tone and direction 
of sound very early on. Furthermore, as language acquisi-
tion ocurrs so does the development of listening skills, as 
i like to call them. Margarete imhof, Professor of Psychol-
ogy at the unversity of Mainz describes “listening as the 
first language skill.“ What’s more, the indeterminate nature 
of sounds makes them suited to production forms which, in 
the broadest sense, open up realms of experience via ma-
terial and objects. Based on the findings of his research on 
the brain, Wilfreid gruhn, a music pedagogue, researched 
into whether a small child’s musical experience is one of 
body and voice and conversely whether the comprehension 
of body language is influenced or even intensified by audi-
tory stimuli (speech, melody); see also neurobiologist ger-
ald Hüther’s publications. The possibility of focussing on a 
singing individual in music theatre is currently an interest-
ing mode of expression in theatre for the very youngest and 
is still relatively infrequently used. The spectrum of produc-
tions ranges from investigation into sounds and the sound 
as material (for example “Trommeln!“ (Beat the drum!) 
from children‘s theatre de spiegel from Belgium) or musi-
cal and scenic investigation into basic prodecures involved 
in creating music like, for example, breathing when playing 
wind instruments (“Hui!“ (Whoosh!) by the brass ensemble 
alle Hoeken van de Kamermuziek) to playing with the “clas-
sic“ sound of an instrument or the voice (as in nest, another 
Theater de spiegel performance.) contemporary can how-
ever also mean, preoccupying yourself with existing music 
and taking it up in a theatrical manner: in the Musical rum-
pus series, within Spitalfields Music’s biyearly festival, in 
which musical productions are developed, the musicians 
and singers of catch a seastar take the audience / listen-
ers on a journey with J.s. Bach’s compositions. in music the-
atre for the very youngest children, musicians (instrumen-

talists and singers) explore ways of playing which often 
bring them in direct contact with their audience. The sepa-
ration between stage and the audience is often permeable 
or even completely removed. in this manner, the audience 
can interact with the musicians either from time to time, or 
during the entire performance. it is also worth noting, that 
productions do not only emerge from the side of those exe-
cuting them, rather also from that of the field’s composers, 
who are mastering the artistic form of music theatre: Maja 
solveig Kjelstrup ratkje, a norwegian composer and per-
former is an example. she has developed Korall Koral and 
other works of music theatre for babies with norwegian 
compagnie dieserud / Lindgren.

Music theatre 
forms for music 

ensembles
2.

it is striking that strong stimuli for music theatre for young 
audiences are currently coming from instrumental ensem-
bles, and what’s more, to put it bluntly, from the field of 
the concert. in general ensembles and orchestras have 
been broadening their programming over the last few years. 
This is often occurring amongst music ensembles within 
the framework of educational projects (with which many 
large orchestras are increasingly preoccupied) and also in 
the form of music theatre projects for an adult audience. 
in contrast in dutch-Flemish children and young people’s 
theatre, theatrical music projects for children run by en-
sembles are already well established. as i’ve already men-
tioned, during the festival you can, for example, listen to 
a production by the brass chamber ensemble “alle Hoe-
ken van de Kamermuziek; all corners of chamber Music“. 
as the ensemble‘s name suggests, the small group of mu-
sicians (all brass players) investigate opportunities for a 
young audience presented by chamber music. The oor-
kan institute in amsterdam (here at the festival with their 
production “Cellostorm“) define the broadening of creat-
ing music and presenting concerts in a theatrical space as 
a driving force behind their work. Lighting and how the 
space is arranged is also a contributing factor. Further-
more, an important part of their work is equipping mu-
sicians within their training with a knowledge of staging 
scenes. They call this the oorkan Method. The works of in-
strumental theatre created in the 1960s, particularly those 
developed by Mauricio Kagel, provide a backdrop to this. 
Here, the creating of music becomes a performance pro-
cedure, the gestures of creating music are composed and 
conversly, scenic procedures are musically determined. The 
senses of listening and seeing are brought in contact with 
each other through the scenic creation of music, often be-

The chosen title is the same as that 
of the Kinder- und Jugendtheater-
zentrum‘s (the Children’s and Young 
People’s Theatre Centre‘s) project: 
Theater von Anfang an (Theatre from 
the Very Beginning
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yond narrative content. as i have learnt many times in con-
versation and could see in the work itself, a musician’s 
work is accompanied by a basic deliberation on one’s ap-
proach to making music and contact with the audience. 

in both theatre for the very youngest audiences and the 
works of instrumental ensembles, there is a strong focus 
on the 

Investigation  
of sounds 3.

and therefore in turn on listening as a mode of reception 
in theatrical productions. With the title, “Listen to the si-
lence“ Zonzo compagnie makes reference to the works of 
composer John cage, that convey like no other silence and 
all sounds, not only musical ones, as “sounds. The Zonzo 
compangie production house works on, as they describe it, 
above all music installations and visual concerts. 

Children’s  
theatre’s themes4.

interesting works also emerge where important themes 
in music theatre for children are handled in such a man-
ner, that dialogue and plot are not only composed“, rather 
music and musical procedures become a natural medium 
for theatrical expression. several such productions can be 
seen at the festival, which use concrete material / a story 
as a starting point: geschichte vom kleinen onkel“ (The 
story of the Little uncle) on the theme of loneliness and 
the desire for friendship; or Vier Musketiere“ (Four Musket-
eers) from the Holland opera, in which the search for one’s 
real father and roots is the focal point; or König Hamed 
und Prinzessin sherifa“ (Kind Hamed and Princess sher-
ifa), in which dealing with gender is linked to the search for 
identity. in this context, i would like to point out christiane 
Plank-Baldauf’s habilitation, which deals with the notion 
of plot and narrative structures in detail and illumiates the 
topic in a many-faceted manner; it is hopefully soon be 
published. 

Less common but very interesting for the further devel-
opment of music theatre are works in which opportuni-
ties to position music and text together, as well as in op-
position to one another, are seized in order to find a new 
form. an example is george aperghis‘ rotkäppchen“ (Lit-

tle red riding Hood) in which the text as well as the music 
play with repetition in different ways. it is to be noted that 
works that pursue a precise narrative plot are developed 
for, above all, audiences of roughly ages 6 to 10 / 12, sim-
ilar to that of children and young people’s theatre over-
all. The material and themes of many works are based 
on fairy tales (from schaf“ (sheep) to Kind der seehund-
frau“ (The seal-woman’s child), Hamed und sherifa“ and 
schneewittchen“ (snow White); picture books (Kannst du 
pfeifen, Johanna (can you whistle, Johanna)) or literary ver-
sions of classics like gulliver’s Travels, Peter Pan, die rote 
Zora (The outsiders of uskoken castle), Momo or Pinoc-
chio. is the fairytale – the way into the unknown world – 
a basis for the fundamental themes of theatre? in the run 
up to the congress i asked several theatremakers what 
has changed in their work in music theatre for children in 
the last ten years. one aspect was the increasing focus on 
themes which deal with the young audience’s reality. This 
has long been taken for granted within the feild of act-
ing. a managing director of theatre sees a relationship be-
tween the success of a produciton and this connection to 
reality. if we dare to turn our attention to the future, this 
would be another aspect to be explored. a bigger area that 
should be touched upon is that of participation; more and 
more youth clubs are emerging in the field of music thea-
tre. The staatsoper stuttgart (state opera stuttgart) has 
been working together with children and young people in 
thier productions for years. in the last few years there has 
been an increasing number of projects and development 
of pieces, like for example, the current autumn school hol-
iday project at the deutsche oper Berlin (Was ich schon 
immer sagen wollte“ (What i always wanted to say)). un-
fortunatley, due to practical reasons it wasn’t possible to 
invite such producitons but experimentation and develop-
ment is increasingly and enthusiastically ocurring in this 
field too. 

What’s now and what’s next

Back to the here and now once again. Much has happened 
in the last 10 years: more theatre, more groups and in par-
ticular more musicians are engaging in music theatre. as 
these examples show, in the area of Theatre from the Very 
Beginning various endeavours are currently being under-
taken in music theatre, particularly in the field of sound 
exploration. Through this, both pieces and performances 
have emerged along with tried-and-tested as well as brand 
new development methods. exchange and networking has 
increased via symposia and advocacy groups. composers 
are seriously engaging with music theatre for young audi-
ences and singers and musicians are exploring new ways 
to play and create music. in many areas, contemporary 
music theatre for young audiences has not just been roll-
ing on, rather has almost done a little sommersault. so is 
everything doing well?
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To end my musings, i would like to touch upon something 
senstive, or perhaps address a couple of things and raise 
some questions. 

in the last edition of iXyPsiLonZeTT, the magazine for 
children and youth theatre, the question was posed as to 
whether we consider finances in this context. Whether we 
consider tarif conditions, structural circumstances and all 
constraints that we are subject to when working in thea-
tre and developing stage music theatre for children. We 
will most certainly do just that in the course of the fes-
tival. Because in reality finances are so present we can 
hardly see past them. We need to consider strategies as to 
how we want to work within the current situation and also 
how we can change it; do we find ourselves moving little 
within the structures, which on the one hand dictate con-
ditions but on the other often mirror our own perspective? 
and should we therefore consider our own view of music 
theatre rather than its apparatus“? What’s more, works are 
often exploited to serve economic purposes and pedagogic 
intentions and in doing so the target audience groups find 
themselves having those aspects forced upon them. The 
target group in hand, which in itself is very heterogenic as 
it embraces the development of baby to young adults, is of 
great enough value that their experiential horizon should 
be nurtured with more than the mere prospect of the 
opera of the adult world. For that, we have to entrust the 
best composers we have to do fieldwork and to give those 
composers opportunity to try new things. For that we have 
to create new structures because complex music and large 
formats require more time. Furthermore we have to in-
clude singers and musicians in the music theatre develop-
ment process. The idea that musicians not only use their 
instruments to create sounds, rather that musicians are 
performers of their art form, performers in the best sense, 
first needs to be anchored within education. The idea of an 
individual who sings on stage – still a key feature of opera 
today – needs to be investigated much more thoroughly. 
Here, the developments most notably diverge from one an-
other. it is often asked why someone starts to sing, when 
they have previously just been talking. We should much 
rather make the assumption that singing is a natural form 
of (artistic) expression. 

attached to this is the plea to grapple with the opera form 
in a productive manner. a tendency towards a division 
often ocurrs here: works either remain in their traditional 
form or the form is completly negated. Many more projects 
for main stages, that venture into this art form with an ap-
petite for experimentation, would be most desirable. 

Here, i have merely touched upon the question of chil-
dren’s participation in the artistic process. We would have 
liked to have invited such a production but one again due 
to timetabling, this wasn’t possible. artistic participation in 
music theatre is an important point though, which i have 
only mentioned quickly but should be talked about and 

that should seek a stronger presence in music theatre. The 
question of interculturality and trans-culturality that, for 
example, is being pursued by the Komische opera Berlin, 
is equally essential. and we need to starting addressing 
these issues early on. Because, the blending out of music 
and the establishing of taste in our acoustically loaded 
world starts quickly, and simply because listening ocurrs at 
the start of human development. 

and in particular to seek out music and its sounds, by 
which I mean John Cage’s definition of sound“ in its best 
sense – more a command to listen than a definition. Con-
temporary music theatre for young audiences can then be 
one of the most lively genres of theatre. it will then ad-
dress the same topics and lines of enquiry as contempo-
rary music theatre included in evening programming. Music 
theatre for children does indeed pose questions – like 
those regarding ways of playing and those relating to the 
audience – which from my perspective could also invigor-
ate the discussion surrounding contemporary music thea-
tre. Festivals like the Munich Biennale are also increasingly 
asking these questions. 

i would now like to pass on this puzzling over music 
theatre for children because the opportunity will present 
itself in the performances, discussions and experiment 
spaces to discuss real examples. For that, i wish you all 
happy new thoughts!“ 
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3. dialoguE
What’s next for music theatre for young audiences? 

Following the presentation, the discussion between Ina Karr and Matthias Rebstock hosted by Geesche Wartemann 
shifted the focus to future prospects – to tendencies, modes of participation, work methods, approaches and praxis 
that could potentially be established. Discussion centred around experimental production methods in which listening 
becomes visible through theatre.

Geesche Wartemann (G.W.): Which contemporary music 
theatre is relevant to a young audience? 

Matthias Rebstock (M.R.): i believe that that can perhaps 
be combined well with the congress‘ question regarding 
experimentation. What we need is, at least from my per-
spective, an experimental music theatre and what’s more, 
one that experiments with listening. Music theatre is pri-
marily aural theatre, listening never takes place in a vac-
uum. even when i choose to stage something it in the dark, 
that‘s a specific, directorial decision regarding vision which 
means listening only develops through examination with, 
and differentiation from, seeing. When i speak of empha-
sising listening, that does not mean i’m making a stance 
against seeing, rather that producing the visible has a spe-
cific funciton in music theatre – constantly illuminating 
listening in new ways and bringing the following thoughts 
to the foreground: How am i actually listening right now?“ 
and What am i actually listening to right now?“ The exper-
imental approach to this would precisely mean that atten-
tion to listening must be maintained in the theatre. That 
is most straightforward in theatre for the very youngest of 
audiences because there we don’t use complex stories to 
entertain anyway. i get the impression that the older the 
age group gets and the bigger perhaps the need for stories 
gets, the more that listening – the emphasis on listening – 
appears get lost. so then you have your story that will be 
set to music. you then relatively often use established mu-
sical idioms to tell the story in order to seemingly make 
contact with the children etc yet you’re actually already far 
from this openness of listening and are actually once again 
serving structures that are already on hand. The exciting 
thing is – specifically in music theatre for children – you’re 
present at the point at which listening structures are being 
established and when listening preferences are being de-
veloped.

G.W.: i believe the last plea, the last appeal, was to permit 
diversity. is that now an opposing standpoint or is it about 
the many opportunities for experimentation? 

Ina Karr (I.K.): i don’t think that that’s an opposing stand-
point because there are various forms in children‘s theater 
as well as in music theater for children. i can’t really contra-
dict him on that. i think when you work with material you 

also have to see what‘s specific to music theatre. What as-
pects does music theatre contribute?“ if i sing a text, on 
one hand because singing is a natural form of expression, 
but if i just sing then i haven’t actually sounded out music 
theatre‘s different possibilities. i think the aspect of listen-
ing important. i also think that music theatre, that uses ma-
terial as a starting point, and is composed interestingly, in 
my opinion can be exciting music theatre. so i’m not quite 
clear on that! (laughs). 

M.R.: Working with stories is in no way off limits. But it 
would set a certain tone regarding how stories can be 
worked with in music theatre. I think that there’s a field be-
tween narration, listening and music. suddenly, we’re auto-
matically talking about music. Listening in itself has noth-
ing to do with music, rather with all kinds of sounds and 
spaces etc. it begins far ahead of normal musical terms 
and the only thing i observe is that the state of having 
open ears seems to be somehow getting lost within music 
theatre. The older the target audience gets, the more it 
gets lost. We live in a time in which acoustics are equipped 
to set signalling effects free and to seal up modes of lis-
tening. Quick to read messages, the majority of which di-
verge from emotional, acoustic experience. and that 
counts for adults as well as children. To get underneath 
and to get inside, to handle cultural praxis in an experi-
mental manner – it’s a very exciting field altogether. And 
of course for music theatre for children too. Music theatre 
for children shouldn’t just be contemporary, rather it 
should be contemporary music theatre for children. 

G.W.: i would like to delve a little deeper there. My ques-
tion is: Where do the young audience’s interests meet mu-
sical or sound-related exploratory movements – so that 
we can first of all make the general talk of here we’re deal-
ing with theatre that emerges from the audience“ more 
precise. We also have that in children and young people’s 
theatre. every publication is really saying: the difference 
is the audience. and here one type of audience member 
is thought of. But it often remains very vague regard-
ing what that actually means. How do production meth-
ods change when this young audience is in mind? is that 
the case? is it just an objective or has it been observed in 
a concrete manner that production methods and aesthet-
ics do change?
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I.K.: i think theatre for the very youngest audiences it is re-
ally well received at the moment. When you make such 
a production, where you consider access situations – the 
concrete involvement in the creative process ... not straight 
away saying, ok we’ve tried it once, it didn’t work, so it 
won’t work ... I think that’s the difficulty, that you have to 
constantly try it out again. and that time and again on a 
different day, in a different nursery school, you have a to-
tally different experience and from this, with lots of work, 
certain things can perhaps be extracted. despite it all, i 
believe there are always various possibilities. 

G.W.: and what interests potential composers and directors 
to pursue that kind of research? i can absolutely see some-
thing in the argument for early education but what, from 
an artistic perspective, is attractive about such a produci-
ton method. 

M.R.: i’m not a composer, but for me, when i make music 
theatre for children, in every case it’s clear that i don’t 
have to do anything in music theatre for children that 
contradicts my own aesthetic preferences. in no way do 
i have to bend out of shape. i do exactly as i would nor-
mally. That doesn’t mean that i open myself up to the audi-
ence, it just means that i maintain my aesthetic. For exam-
ple, what concerns narrative form and musical language. 
But now i have, in this context, as i also sometimes hope 
for in adult theater, a huge advantage. i have a really small 
group of audience members, i know exactly how i will po-
sition them. i can play at them, surround them with sound 
totally individually. Which i sometimes wish for in thea-
tre for adults too, which some composers also look for, so 
this music theatre format for small groups of audience 
members already exists. Think about Manos Tsangaris or, if 
you’re talking about Munich as well, it was already exeri-
mented with. That is what this audience group offers and 
then it’s of course great to know that I don’t have to first of 
all tidy away all of these pre-opinions and pre-judgements 
in order to get to this state of having open ears, rather – if 
i do it properly and if we speak about the right age group, 
that from 9 or 10 it’s certainly different but between 6 and 
9 – then i can more directly set about working this way. 
and i believe that can be really interesting for composers 
too, and also – which I find very exciting – to work on the 
border of the everyday and artificiality. So a structured ap-

proach emerging from everyday material is an experimen-
tal method that can be played around with wonderfully. 

G.W.: i think we are now touching upon the question of par-
ticipation. That was once part of the rehearsal process 
and as you’ve explained, Matthias, perhaps the question is 
aimed at where do forms arise here – scenic forms, musi-
cal forms – that also reach beyond the target audience or 
it’s wider circle, who are now interested? are there other as-
pects? Previously the word participation“ came up, which is 
perhaps still of interest for music theatre generally. do you 
see ways to approach? Or is the field lacking in that respect? 

M.R.: so, for me the question is more the other way round 
... that i see development in even advanced, so called spo-
ken word theatre, acting, so a performance orientated, 
post-dramatic theatre and in music theatre too, which i 
would have thought they must have really been picked up 
on within music theatre for children as well. and they are 
for example installation formats, formats that work with a 
whole space in a much stronger manner. Keyword: the im-
mersive nature of theatre. so, that which we don’t see in 
non-target group-specific music theatre – installations, cre-
ating situations, other formats, audiowalks, soundscape 
stories, all kinds of things, that are time and again inter-
rupted and in order to make moments of differentiation. 

The text here depicting the discussion was redacted and is 
based on a transcription.  
The entire conversation is postlisten under  
https://voicerepublic.com/users/happynewearscongress
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4. agora
Stances on current developments in music theatre in Germany and Europe

Representatives of various European and German theatres set up agora stations, ready for discussion with congress 
participants on the following topics: their take on music theatre for young audiences; their artistic goals; their relati-
onship with the young audience; their production structures; the conditions in which they work as well as challenges, 
obstacles and future prospects.

sara JoukEs  
ZonZo compagniE (bElgium) 

as a production house Zonzo compagnie creates cutting 
edge performances focusing on icons of music history such 
as John cage, Miles davis, Luciano Berio and J.s. Bach as 
well as creative music installations and visual concerts. „Lis-
ten to the silence“ is a musical experience in which a pia-
nist and an actor lead you into the fascinating world of the 
american composer John cage, who would have celebrated 
his 100th birthday in 2012. The performance is based on his 
open and adventurous approach to music. one moment you 
are at a concert, the next you are in a musical laboratory 
that examines such questions as: When do sounds become 
music? can trees sing? are cars instruments? and is silence 
music too? The play won the international yaMa award for 
the most innovative and creative music performance for 
children of 2012 and the european yeaH! award for perfor-
mance of the year in 2013. unfortunately, sarah could not 
take part at the congress. 

ulrikE hönig, rEné dasE  
JungE opEr stuttgart (gErmany)

as capturing and emotional, coy and seductive as opera can 
be: The young opera not only presents productions specif-
ically produced for young audiences, but also offers Work-
shops and artist discussions and a glimpse behind the 
scenes into new creative approaches to music, contents and 
aestheticrealisation of the young opera’s current pieces. 
role play and musical improvisation, encountering the un-
known, discovering the known in a new way or hearing the 
unprecedented. The young opera actively involves young-
sters – mostly as members of the chorus – in their produc-
tions. For young professionals such as singers or musicians, 
the young opera offers a platform for stage and orches-
tra experiences, side by side with already experienced col-
leagues. The young opera was founded in 1995 by the for-
mer director Klaus Zehelein under the theme „adventure 
space opera“. in the beginning mainly school groups at-
tended the educational offers of the young opera, whereas 
since 1998, the yearly two to three productions attract a 
wider young audience by constantly searching and imple-
menting new aesthetic forms and youth-relevant topics. 

anna karinsdottEr  
königlichE opEr stockholm (swEdEn) 

young at the opera’s ”My Brother is don Juan” is produced 
for teenagers ages 13 to 15 years old. Because of a gen-
erous donation we were able to offer all visiting school 
classes workshops free of charge before they attended 
the performance in the season of 2014. The opera cir-
cles around subjects like identity, loyalty, group dynamics 
and exclusion, which were also reflected in the workshops. 
Through drama exercises we created a creative space for 
exploring and contemplating the themes and the music. 
Two workshop leaders, a teacher and an actor, led the stu-
dents through the two hour-long workshops. over all 29 
workshops were completed with 840 students. We be-
lieve the workshops raised curiosity and anticipation in the 
young audience, and that the workshop strongly contrib-
uted to a deepened experience of “My Brother don Juan”. 
In conversations with the audience students affirmed they 
enjoyed both the workshop and the performance, and they 
appreciated how we had considered them and built both 
the workshops and performance in their interest.

christina lindgrEn  
diEsErud / lindgrEn (norway) 

dieserud/Lindgren create performances for children aged 
0–3 years. in their performances the same conditions for 
an art experience are assumed for children and adults alike 
and nothing needs to be understood or explained to be en-
joyed. The performances last 20 minutes and take place in 
tents specifically designed for each performance. The tents 
are placed in the foyers of opera houses and can accom-
modate 45 people. dieserud/Lindgren strongly hold the 
belief that children can perceive complex constructions 
and compositions as well as adults can. They want to stim-
ulate a curious, solemn experience with a strong and dis-
tinct stage presence. The performances aim to appeal to 
all of the senses and the to fascination of the unknown. 
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niEk idElEnburg, annE-mariE krEmEr  
holland opEra (nEthErlands) 

Holland opera produces new opera for children and young 
adults. Joke Hoolboom and niek idelenburg are its artistic 
directors. in 2005, the company took on the artistic chal-
lenge of not only staging new productions and discovering 
young talent but also to produce site specific operas on a 
large scale. Holland opera aims not only to attract an au-
dience, rather to move, overwhelm and win an audience 
over for life. The large majority of productions are new 
compositions and all succeed in reaching a large audience. 
Holland opera works in an interdisciplinary manner with 
school music and literacy departments, and in the area of 
sustainability. recently, educational dVds have been pro-
duced for each production for young audiences to help pre-
pare children for a visit. Holland opera works with a va-
riety of diverse composers, such as: Jonathan dove, oene 
van geel, Fons Merkies and chiel Meijering. next to mod-
ern opera, the works of Purcell, Monteverdi, Moussorgsky, 
Prokofiev and Händel are also performed. 

martin ZEls, JürgEn dEckE  
JungE mEt / thEatEr pfütZE (gErmany) 

in this marketplace setting, marking the opening of the 
congress, i have the task and pleasure of telling you about 
the work of “jungeMeT” and “PFÜTZe”, an independent the-
atre in nuremberg. our statement “contemporary Music 
Theatre for young audiences in Metropolitan nuremberg” 
includes for us above all mystery, delight, misconception, 
juggling, failure, questions, and triumph. But most impor-
tantly: unknown territory! and for our audiences? a short 
inventory.
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5. ExpErimEnt spacEs 
The second day of the congress focussed on hands on, artistic investigation in five Experiment Spaces. Various artistic 
approaches, lines of enquiry, methods and prodecures within music theatre for young audiences were investigated, while 
offering space for congress participants to engage with each other in an intense manner. More can be read about the 
individual Experiment Spaces in various summaries, reports written by participants and overarching feedback from the 
individual groups.

dalfErth / gaudEt 
forming acoustic spacEs – composing music thEatrE with childrEn

description

seeing with your ears; in this experiment space attentive 
listening will be in focus. instruments will be discovered 
and built, sounds will be trialled, noises will be exalted 
and methods of music notation will be presented – the 
ability to read music is not necessary! Participants will 
transform into composers and performers in equal meas-
ure, they will investigate the theatrical potential of collab-
oratively developed soundscapes and to conclude, will pre-
sent a scenic concert piece.

Participant Feedback

Volker Schindel – professor of the Institute of Music of the 
University of Kassel and scientific employee for music educa-
tional theory at the University for Music and Showing Art in 
Frankfurt am Main

To start, between ourselves, i felt the experiment space 
was on the whole a success and despite some criticism (that 
over the course of things i partly voiced) was fruitful and in-
spiring. steffen Tast (ex-KnM Berlin, etc.) was by the way, 
most enamoured. Just to possibly offer a little perspective 
on your insight … so i felt the experiment space “Form-
ing acoustic spaces – composing Music Theatre with chil-
dren” was successful and inspiring. The structured impulses 
offered by the two workshop leaders and the joint work in 
groups were by and large fun and presented the opportunity 
to walk through the process of creating music from the per-
spective of a participant rather than that of a leader / assis-
tant / tutor, and in this respect to be guided into experienc-
ing activities and to simultaneously critically reflect. I can 
however, only partly say that the experiment space dealt 
with composing music THeaTre (with children) as the focus 
lay clearly upon sensitivity to listening, investigating sounds 
and devising music. The transition in the direction of theatre 
occurred rather erratically via the theme of Little red rid-
ing Hood and terms associated with it. Reflection upon nar-
rative, performance and visuals first arose after devising the 
short pieces, which for example were to be graphically no-
tated (which was first established in the middle of the de-
velopment process). This appeared to make little sense in 
my group, as our piece was rather arranged in scenes and 
could only be viewed as a “composition” as such in the sense 
of the creating music. altogether, we had an inspiring time 
with some good, friendly encounters.
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hinkE  
insidE + outsidE – making thE audiblE visiblE

description

using sounds of one’s environment and opportunities for 
listening as a starting point, we will develop short acous-
tic interventions in the outdoors – in public spaces, in the 
cityscape, in the park, on the banks of the rhein, with the 
traffic.

sounds oF THe ouTdoors will be transported indoors 
and will be staged in unusual surroundings. The Work-
shop will be composed of: shorts intervals of work in small 
groups; inquiry into the translation, the staging and nota-
tion of sounds; discussion about the varying forms of co-
operation and participation. active participation required.

Participant Feedback

Hannah Antowiak – Scholarship holder, M.A. Concert and 
music theatre dramaturgy in the Folkwang university of arts

an experiment space – what happens in there? This ques-
tion was never explained in words; the unspoken rule of 
the day was: Just do it!

everything we did developed in three steps according to 
very broad instruction: 

1. Identify a snippet of our environment – find it, see it, 
perceive it, listen to it, create associations. create a 
scene based on this snippet. choose an image that we 
can recognize and appreciate at a glance, a clearly iden-
tifiable snippet. What do we hear, what could we hear, 
how do we connect as people via sounds to our environ-
ment? 

2. abstract the image and sound from clearly recogniza-
ble sounds of the environment regarding emotion, as-
sociation and symmetry until it is a pure sound. cre-
ate a graphic notation of this. How can we transform 
a scene – an image, sound and emotion – into pure 
sound, transport this, transpose this and take it with us. 
at that moment, what constitutes the scene? How do 

we notate how this sound arises without using a single 
word? How is abstraction notated? 

3. The interpretation of an unknown score 
after a production has been listened to in its original 
state and as an abstraction, the graphic score is itself a 
work of art, there’s a show with a variety of choices. as 
the same group, who has seen and heard, can we inter-
pret anew the score that we observed emerge?
We can. and we can create completely new work in this 
manner. 

subconsciously, we have learnt the following about our-
selves: Translation and abstraction. no longer imitate 
the seagull, rather we are able to show the sound and 
the feeling that is caused and carried by it. allow your-
self a calm artistic experience. collective work does not 
equate to a consensus, rather is a question of dealing 
with the aesthetic requirements of each individual in the 
group. every decision that we / i make during my creation 
is an aesthetic decision. The (albeit, as is fair in the given 
circumstances, very short) artistic process in which we 
found ourselves in, the experiment space, was very much 
a group process, a social space in which to experiment. 
The one thing that was lacking was time, time, time. 

even without the previously mentioned time frame, with-
out ToP-List, without step by step instructions, i felt i 
was in good hands the whole day; felt confident when 
executing the task and occasionally overwhelmed by all 
the ideas and first impressions. With the abundance of 
material, only one question remains: How do i make use 
of this abundance of material in my everyday life? With 
children and young people or within the tight corset of 
the institutions? How do i accommodate these ideas in 
the context of an institute of higher education, while 
teaching? How am i to accommodate these ideas within 
me as i move through my everyday life? 
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kEstEn  
thE voicE: a playground – vocal ExpErimEnts

description

For me, music theatre begins with listening. Listening is 
the mode of sensing in which music and space, music and 
body / movement and music and action converge. in new 
forms of music theatre the voice is the location at which li-
bretto, language, speech, song, the articulation of sounds, 
sounds and music come together. 

using perception exercises as a starting point (experienc-
ing the room, and the body / self within it, through listen-
ing) the tonal potential of breathing, the voice and finally 
speech and language were investigated. using exist-
ing pieces as a basis (dieter schnebel’s “Maulwerke” very 
loosely and alessandro Bosetti’s The Pool and the soup 
in a concrete manner), pieces were developed, composed 
and presented in small groups. a page of dieter schnebel’s 
graphic notation (originally intended for movements of the 
head and the voice) offered brief insight into connecting 
impulses, the voice and composed body movements with 
each other. 

all tasks and games aimed to consciously open up a space 
in which participants could more or less move freely, 
which they did in a most enchantingly creative manner.

Participant Feedback

Laura Nerbl – Happy New Ears Festival Scholoarshhip Pro-
gramme Adminsitrator. Project Manager of the Education de-
partment of the Opernfestspiele Heidenheim

The experiment space The Voice: a Playground–Vocal ex-
periments with christian Kesten gave practical insight into 
working with the voice. it began with technical analysis 
of the voice as an instrument; with appreciating your own 
body, breathing and how sounds can be made by the body 
and finally Alessandro Bosetti’s language improvisation 
“The Pool and the soup”. 

What sounds compose breathing? How can you manipulate 
breathing with the tongue, lips, teeth etc? What sounds 
can my vocal chords produce? How can i structure them, 
work on them, compose them and arrange them with other 
voices? How do i notate such sounds? How are these no-
tations read? What pieces exist within this field? How do I 
conduct vocal-sound-orchestras? 

investigating using our own vocal equipment, there was a 
short round in which we reflected and followed up, from 
which we drew many questions and ideas which could be 
taken back to our practice and furthered. 

The discussion of what we had tried out identified three 
focal points. Whether in an artistically conceptual, me-
thodically mediatory or creatively pedagogic manner, the 
experiment space opened up a large amount of material 
as well as a method with which an approach can be struc-
tured. All fields agree that a field of experimentation re-
quires a safe space – the transition towards, and dealing 
with, members of the public (an audience) must not take 
priority as the confidence and freedom of those experi-
menting (whether they be artists, children or amateurs) 
will be hindered by the pressure to present. The various 
ways of working on the material are therefore to note-
worthy. an experiment space offers the opportunity to try 
things out without assessment, without pressure to suc-
ceed and without censorship. The safe space offers those 
involved – artists, pedagogues, musicians and children – 
the opportunity to get to know and try out something new 
without commentary. A discussion and reflection on what 
has been investigated is not absolutely necessary. For ex-
ample, within music or theatre education the experimenta-
tion with the voice offers an invisible pedagogic approach 
which gives each participant the freedom to avoid using 
specific voice resources and to employ other possibilities 
as an alternative. The vocal experimentation always begins 
from a positive and non-detrimental point – everyone can 
do everything, however no one is obliged to. The advan-
tages of, for example, training in speech or singing were 
disregarded due to the new (for us all) manner with which 
we were working with the voice. This meant from the very 
start all were experimenting at the same level. While ex-
perimenting, nothing was to be reproached or thought 
out anew as everything was justified by and through the 
experiment itself. The rehearsal in the artistic produc-
tion process was indeed working towards a goal. ideally, 
when dealing with new forms – in this case the investi-
gation of the employment of the voice – experimentation 
would take place before the rehearsal. during the experi-
ment’s reflection round, structures, artistic ideas and ma-
terial for the further development were chosen. The aim 
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of an artistic rehearsal or rehearsal process is the artistic 
product. The rehearsal enabled repetition, improvement 
and changes to be made. structure, dramaturgy, theme and 
goal have to be sought out and formulated in the rehearsal 
process. The artistic product is the conclusion to the re-
hearsal process and can be developed with both profes-
sionals and with amateurs. The question of whether works 
or developments can be reproduced was not addressed. 
How do you notate a piece that arose from an experiment 
space and rehearsal with new artistic methods of expres-
sion? How can it continue, be repeated and be re-staged?

The mere fact that these three terms were addressed in 
such depth in the subsequent discussion shows that tran-
sitioning from practical experimentation to the theoretical 
follow-up posed questions for us all. Here is a list of ques-
tions or requirements, which emerged in the experiment 
space, which of course every participant individually mod-
ified or placed varying amounts of value upon. The Exper-
iment space certainly opened up a broad wealth of infor-
mation, which many would no doubt gladly bring into their 
everyday lives. Many questions that arose from the wider 
investigation into the topic were answered individually. 

• can a new level of understanding be attained when lan-
guage is transformed into sounds? (above all regarding 
work with groups who either are non-verbal or speak a 
differing language.)

• When dealing with all areas of the voice in new music 
theatre there must be no hierarchy regarding the vari-
ous tonal qualities. 

• creating music in this manner is always an instance of 
staging something. How are you to negotiate the com-
patibility and discrepancies between seeing and listen-
ing? Where do you place the focus, what takes prece-
dence? 

• How are artists, singers, musicians and composers 
trained? should all possible sound and scenic possibili-
ties be regarded in training?

• How does the notation of such vocal experiments func-
tion? How are these possibilities handled in current 
compositions?

Ina Karr 

The enthusiasm in our Experiment Space was so signifi-
cant that not a single obstacle was voiced, rather an over-
all desire to learn more. it was a truly convincing experi-
ment space. 

What we established:

• a safe space in which to experiment is important. 

• it was possible to very quickly gather material (using 
the voice, mouth, throat, noises, singing).

• The above in turn offered an opportunity, in a short 
time frame, to become creative with your own voice (to 
go about composing using your voice.) 

• The voice should be dealt with in a thorough manner, 
exactly as an instrument would be. 

• The investigation of the voice enables listening. 

• There are many opportunities for participation as work-
ing with the voice functions on a non-verbal level. 

Looking ahead:

• education at university level should illustrate the diver-
sity of the voice. 

• How can voice performance and classical singing be 
combined?

• Methods of mediation for practical work (with non-pro-
fessionals and teenagers) are desired.

• Safe spaces in which you can experiment specifically 
with the voice are important.
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komischE opEr bErlin  
in convErsation with music culturEs

description

The experiment space in conversation with Music cultures 
was primarily a space in which one could, as basic “re-
search” so to say, become aware and reflect enabling per-
tinent artistic experimentation. We endeavored to create 
an awareness of our own relativity, the images we have 
of others and stereotypes, which, regardless of positive or 
negative connotations, inform – often unconsciously – our 
thinking and conduct in intercultural interaction. By the 
term “culture” both varying geographic and (music) theatri-
cal culture spaces can be denoted.

The most informative talk by guest Professor raimund Vo-
gels brought together countless important thoughts on 
this topic and showed simultaneously how deep, regard-
ing our behavior, established stereotypes are entrenched 
in our own interactions and how difficult it is to transform 
these insights into everyday action. The musical contribu-
tion by dr Lalitha, who played the violin, was certainly a 
highlight. With few informative words and with impressive 
musical examples she offered an introductory glimpse into 
the classical carnatic music of south india. The workshop 
was rounded off by examples of best, and worst, practice 
drawn from the Komische oper Berlins current work with 
the selam opera project and children’s opera.

overall it appeared all involved contributed with interest, 
openness and commitment to the experiment space. im-
portant key words that stimulated the group’s thoughts 
were: evolutionary cultural thinking, music as social praxis, 
becoming aware of one’s own relativity, the question of 
“same” and “other”. The statement, “Music is a language 
that can cross all borders” and its unfettered nature was 
questioned in order to simultaneously reach a new line of 
thought with the idea of “musical multilingualism”. The 
question: to what extent is a thorough knowledge of your 
“own” musical idioms a requirement for learning other mu-
sical “languages” and what is even to be understood by 
an “own” idiom and what this means for the mediation of 
appropriate musical foundations in schools, theaters and 
opera, could only be touched upon and can serve as start-
ing points for further discussion.

Participant Feedback

Ingeborg von Zadow –  
Dramatist for child theatre and youth theatre, Heidelberg

in a stimulating, friendly, open, concentrated, curious 
and often fun atmosphere, 25 people put various modes 
of behaviour in the line of inquiry: their own, that of oth-
ers and those of this world’s societies. The team from the 
Komische oper Berlin offered self-critical input regarding 
their own work, which encourages friendliness in the face 

of mistakes and invites the continual search for the right 
path. What do we really know about other cultures? How 
do we behave around people who have a (completely) dif-
ferent background? How can you reach an understanding 
that will enrich both sides? These are questions that are 
not only relevant to music theatre for children in an ever 
more connected and diverse world. These are questions 
whose answers, when skillfully realised on stage, perhaps 
hold within them an opportunity to encourage the young 
audience towards a successful shared existence in this 
world. 

Neele Hülcker – Composer, scholarship holder and lab partici-
pant for BRAT internationally in 2017, Berlin

First of all, in the experiment space in conversation with 
Music cultures we played an introductory game, in which 
we were to make assumptions about the (unknown) peo-
ple in the group. For example, “X prefers cats to dogs”. 
sentences were formulated that made it clear that we 
are never free from judging others by their external ap-
pearance. next, there was a presentation by Prof. rai-
mund Vogels, who explained that the musical education in 
germany could be accused of being manifoldly germano-
centric, evolutionistic and finally, essentially racist. Within 
musical mediation work, the aim must be to deal with as-
sumptions in a reflexive a manner, to approach differen-
tiation with friendliness and sensibility, to be aware of 
ostracism and to think and negotiate in a relative, and 
non-evolutionary manner. cultural diversity means, along-
side the mediation a broad artistic and cultural knowledge, 
setting yourself the challenge of recognizing the exist-
ing societal practices of inequality, changing them within 
your own structures and at the same time, supporting peo-
ple within those structures with equal opportunity and 
rights in order to musically enter society. In the field of 
music mediation it makes sense to alter the arrangement 
of those involved, the material taught and the canon. The 
aim is a stronger orientation towards skills and music as 
a social praxis. Towards the end of the experiment space 
we once again worked in small groups: we were to create 
a short piece of choreography to a Turkish song. The var-
ious groups received varying information. The first group 
only knew the name of the song (and the german trans-
lation of the title). The next only knew they were dealing 
with a song from Turkey and the third group received the 
title, lyrics and a translation. in correlation to the informa-
tion received, varying choreography emerged. during this 
exercise’s presentation and concluding discussion it be-
came clear how quickly you can make embarrassing errors 
from an intercultural perspective and how important a pre-
cise knowledge of the culture with which you are working 
is. i drew the following insight from the experiment space: 
if i were to work with several cultures at once, i would 
endeavor to involve all cultures in equal measure; that i 
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wouldn’t create work about a culture rather would engage 
in direct exchange with that culture and, in ideally, would 
work with an equal number of participants from both (or 
all) cultures. artistic work would hereby be an encounter, 
an exchange, the experiencing of a social practice and cu-
riosity towards one another. as opposed to a concrete ar-
tistic product, i would focus upon creating an encounter 

from which anything possible could emerge. it also came 
to my attention once again, how significantly in music ed-
ucation, particularly in schools, thought on dominance 
and belief in progress is championed, how strongly a linear 
image from “primitive” to “highly cultured” is projected and 
how wrong and eurocentric this is..

van ransbEEck / bossuyt  
art is not a mattEr of agE but of curiosity

description

This experiment space will take place in the caBan – and 
interactive artistic experiment space, in which Karel Van 
ransbeek and the musician and singer astrid Bossuyt 
often undertake both artistic ventures and encounter the 
very youngest listening public. Karel and astrid will share 
their thought and work process as well as their vision for a 
music theatre for the very youngest of audiences. a group 
of small children will contribute to the day’s investigations. 
all participants are asked to bring a musical instrument as 
well as an everyday object with them.Participant 

Participant Feedback

Within the scope of the Happy new ears congress the par-
ticipants could collect practical experiences and new im-
pressions in a so-called experimental space. in the experi-
mental space „art is a question of curiosity, not of the age. 
Balancement between abstract and concrete. art meetings 
for the young people (0–3 years).* with Karel Van ransbeeck 
and astrid Bossuyt of the theatre of de spiegel the partic-
ipants hit after own test phase in the investigantional de-
vice of the caban on a group of children. These impressions 
come from a participant from the scholarship holder‘s group.

HNE Festival – Art is not a matter of age but of curiosity
The doors open and a group of children cautiously enter the 
room with their parents. nervousness is present on both 
sides, we have distributed ourselves across the room and are 
waiting with our instruments. We haven’t practiced anything 
and have no concept as to what awaits us except the pre-
paratory exercises that Karel and astrid perpared us with in 
the short space of time beforehand. They are also nervous 
as they have never before carried out this experiment with 
so many musicians. The first sounds of the cello ring out and 
the group of audience members have now hesitantly posi-
tioned themselves in the doorway. a girl curiously strides 
across the room to then return to the safety of the group. 
Little by little more children gain the confidence to explore 
the tunnel of sleeves and the sounding bamboo frame that’s 
decorated with lengths of fabric and wooden instruments, 
some alone, some accompanied by parents. The tension 
gradually disperses, interaction between us and the chil-
dren arises and the sound level increases accordingly. soon 
the whole room is filled with music and in some moments 
the rhythm embraces the whole group only to, in the next 
moment, flow into a medidative humming. The children 
react in various ways: they observe the musicians from afar, 
in safety; they touch the instruments; they knock and rat-
tle; they carry things from one postion to the next with in-
tent. Here and there children and adults remain deep in con-
versation and it is still not quiet silent. For many of us, the 
caban presents a unique experience. We could play with-
out the pressure of having to showcase something and via 
improvisation we could completely naturally enter dialogue 
with each other and the audience. in turn we weren’t just 
performers rather first and foremost human beings. Con-
tact with the musicians and the music arose most natu-
rally for the children. in the concluding discussion round we 
all spoke most euphoricallly about the concept. Within the 
framework of the Happy new ears congress, participants 
were able to gather practical experience and new first im-
pressions in a so called experiment space. in this  
experiment space, art is not a matter of age but of curiosity. 
Balancing between the abstract and the concrete –  
encountering art as a young Human Being (0–3 years) with 
Karel van ransbeeck and astrid Bossuyt of Theater de 
spiegel, participants met with a group of small children 
after time for their own exploration of the caban. These 
thoughts are those of one participating scholarship holder.
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Tuesday morning – Transcription: The situation so far – where we would like to arrive

Annett Israel: discussion of the experiment spaces. in your 
groups, you have just discussed and re-flected upon what 
took place yesterday. What you took from it and what you 
would like to pass on. We’ll start with the first group, who 
discussed the workshop with Karel van ransbeeck.

Participants: We were a relatively large group and we ac-
tually prepared for four hours – to which this evaluation 
is now limited – in order to then work with children in the 
caBan sound space for an hour. We evaluated, above all, 
this encounter. it should be added that we were far too 
many adults.

Then there‘s really a wide scope for possibility when work-
ing with children under the age of 3 – and here i really say 
with children – that even the experience in the room – we 
worked here with them – we had 15 children and were 40 
adults, the crazy amount of time required until everyone 
had entered this space, this is a sound space – the moth-
er’s voice sounds different, the adults are unfamiliar, it 
smells strange, it feels very strange – what kind of floor is 
this? so this period formed a very long beginnig.

experience that during the encounter over and over jam 
sessions emerged because music arose amongst the chil-
dren as well as amongst ourselves, of course not always 
together. There were of course grey moments too, grey 
zones in the music. experiencing these zones led us to also 
experiencing that in these grey zones the audience can 
take on stimuli more avidly and there, it can have more ef-
fect. What was most noteworthy about this experience is 
that democratic encounters between art and children are 
possible. For us, this was an important experience regard-
ing experiencing for yourself how you pose open ques-
tions and offer open encounters. it is not always successful 

– that became clear.

experiments require time, encounters require time. our 
single hour was certainly too short. That was also an im-
portant experience. Playing for children also requires time, 
it requires practice. in the evaluation we drew the con-
clusion that it is like learning to play an instrument. you 
can also learn how to play for these little ones. But that’s 
a long process, it demands specific experience, which you 
have to work hard for and needs a lot of time.

and now my last experience: We focussed a lot on the be-
ginning – both the beginning of the whole realm of en-
counters as well as, time and time again, the beginning of 
each new encounter. Where do i direct my concentration? 
Towards myself? on that which i am investigating, and in 
doing so invite the children in? or, how do i open myself 
up so that i don’t go crashing towards them? so, the ques-
tion of how to start is a fundamental one, and one with 
which, in the evaluation, we turned our attention to the fu-
ture. This existential, basic topic, that is so physically tan-
gible in music theatre with the very little ones – we would 
like to consistently examine it in all theatre forms for all 
age groups. so once again, this: what is the agreement? 
Where can i begin? How do i incorporate all of the sen-
ses? How i even address them? The aesthetic set-up of the 
space is a big point – money, time and effort – is no doubt 
being asked for in many regions. no doubt there are differ-
ing conditions for this internationally. But there is a big de-
sire to invest more in this sense.

The next big question that we definitely want to pass on 
from our experiment space is how do we, as artists, open 
up our skills so that these skills act as a bridge. so that 
they become a moment of dialogue and not a hurdle or an 
uphill climb. This was a real topic with the little ones. We 
can easily imagine that the experience we made would be 
fundamental to theatre for all age groups. 

Once again, we find ourselves considering the beginning – 
using the beginning to create an exchange with the audi-
ence as it’s become clear to us that in the context of music 
theatre we are to consider all of the senses more. as a 
call to everyone. [...] The word looming largest is „human 
being“. no artist can separate themselves from people, no 
audience can separate themselves from the artist. The pi-
geon holes into which we put different audiences don’t 
work – according to our experience and discussion, the 
more we constantly think that theatre is aesthetic commu-
nication from person to person, the better it works.

We hope that we can all take the curiosity and openness 
that we felt and that was present in the sound scape experi-
ment with us, for music theatre for everyone as a deficiency 
in this respect is so often described. Then we come to the 
big resources. in this short experiment space, we could ex-
perience the combining of music and material or music and 
objects. There is certainly more for us all to do to unite ma-
terial and music or objects and music more strongly. 

The second big question is the role of language and 
speech, which is relatively dominant in our society, for the 
age group 8+ and, which we always want to overcome in 
music theatre. yesterday, we experienced that something 
totally different is possible, something that went really 
well with the adults who accompanied the children too. 
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That also opened a door in the international context of the 
congress – just working in this manner here, regardless of 
how the structure determines the result, making it possi-
ble to use these experiment spaces as a method, to then 
be able to make them a form of culture, could be urgently 
exported abroad.

Annett Israel: Thank you for sharing your thoughts, ques-
tions and visions for the future with us. next up: „The 
Voice: a Playground – Vocal experiments“

Participants: in many respects, we worked in a relatively 
free manner and we worked in 4 groups. each of these 
groups staged three short scenes. Then we staged our joint 
evaluation scene as well. so quite a lot of performance 
took place in this experiment space as well.

We worked in a way that meant we went off into our 
groups pretty quickly. The task was defined in a relatively 
free way. on the one hand that posed the question: who 
here are the experts exactly? Because, at the start we were 
given neither stimuli nor did we have a round of introduc-
tions, in which everyone said what they had already done. 
The questions: who here are the experts exactly? and, who 
here has the final say? remained unanswered and present 
in the space. So, that is the first distinctive point. Then 
we had relatively free tasks, free situations to be used as 
a starting point, open goals. We worked in 4 small collec-
tives, which was of course always a challenge and which 
was also in fact a crucial topic during the evaluation this 
morning. We often found ourselves in the situation, partic-
ularly as we didn’t know each other’s backgrounds and be-
cause we had to quickly find a solution to the tasks we had 
been given, in which we blended out our own evalutation 
mechanisms – the questions: at which level am i actually 
doing this right now? and: am i now doing something that’s 
unfamiliar to my own realm of work? We had to blend that 
out over and over again or other-wise go about it in a man-
ner in which we asked: am i doing this well? – so self eval-
uation – relatively infrequently, because everything had 
to happen quickly and because everything was formed in 
a relatively free manner. This kind of work took place in 
the groups, because we were made to reflect upon our-
selves: the search for methods, the development of meth-
ods. and we got a grip on that via the stance „discover-
ing by doing“. We established that the development of a 
group dynamic became simultaneously an artistic process 
within the group and now of course you ask yourself: what 
have we actually done? over and over we’ve transformed 
and abstracted the visible into the audible, we made visi-
ble details audible. First we worked in a different location 
and then we transferred that location to the indoors, and 
partially abstracted them too. That means that again and 
again we transformed images into sounds and sounds into 
images in that we set everything in a scene. 

We thought of scores in a different manner, or at least lots 
us did. Because we also often read scores differently be-
cause we produced scores, and then different scores that 
had been developed by others. and we learned that we 
have too little time and noticed that can, in part, also be a 
good thing. But, we could have easily continued for longer. 

 
Experiment:
close your eyes. if the eyes are closed, you notice that all 
elements, all material suddenly is equal and indifferent. 
The question doesn´t exsist anymore, if i am an expert or a 
profi. Am I educated? Am I young or old? Am I a woman or 
a man? How it reflects on the sound? All these aspects are 
unimportant, just focus on the sound in the room.

our thesis and questions about that are: 

• Participant 1: Turning our attention to the senses, so 
away from the perspective of sense – understanding – 
content. Perhaps, sometimes. 

• Participant 2: relationship, process, result. 

• Participant 3: Working daily with children. 

• Participant 4: return to the salad over and over, over 
and over, over and over. 

• Participant 5: How can i experiment in a highly hierar-
chical institution?

 
 
Annett Israel: Many thanks. i kindly ask the next group to 
take to the stage, which is „Forming acoustic spaces“ with 
anselm dalfert and Johannes gaudet.

Dorothea Hartmann: We had a great workshop, many 
thanks to the two leaders. They were very structured and 
clear and we actually only did practical work and could 
have also presented four performances here but due to lo-
gistics, that wasn’t possible. We had quite a lot of instru-
ments, which remained in the space or were returned to 
the theatre. Wherever they are, we also had lots that could 
be performed. 

What did we do? composing with children – we quickly es-
tablished that this topic is of course at the heart of music 
theatre because music theatre is comprised of composi-
tions and all questions that arose are exactly those that 
we – and whether it be on the main stage or in small in-
stallations – time and again make a topic of, and this topic 
is one for us as composers – we composed as a group. We 
were permanently confronted by them. 
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The workshop was built in way that we [...] in the way in 
which a composition functions. you encounter yourself 
and get to know the material, which is on the one hand 
the material of the group, the children, the workshop par-
ticipants and on the other hand the material of the space, 
the material of the acoustic possibilities that the space of-
fers. and of course the material of silence. That means at 
the start of the workshop there lots of exercises to do with 
perception – perceiving the space, perceiving the silence. 
What is silence? silence is always comprised of sound, 
noise, things that happen. and via this extreme sensiti-
sation we began to work with this material, to play with 
it and at some point to form the material. They were very 
simple items – we played with a bunch of keys, we played 
with tennis balls, whose rich nature was first appreciated 
in the exploration of the materials which were then trans-
formed from a noise into a sound via specific actions.

and everything we learnt together can be equally used 
among children. That means, we didn’t have any children 
in our group who we observed rather made the discover-
ies for ourselves in the workshop. When within specific pa-
rameters a noise becomes a sound, namely that you say 
there has to be a specific scope for reproduction so that 
the character of a sound can emerge. To start with a noise 
is a material that has been given form – to look at what is 
there before us and then to say as an artist, as a composi-
tional process, now i give this noise a character, a form and 
then it will be a form when i can repeat it. and that is of 
course the first step in composition regardless of whether 
i’m playing with classical instruments or with aluminium 
foil. They were quite interesting steps to take to see what 
constitutes music and then what consitutes music theatre.

We proceeeded in a relatively systematic manner, from 
noise to sound and then to connecting sounds. How can 
you connect them, what follows what? What is silence com-
prised of? We also composed for a long time in an inner-
musical manner and the point arose, which was a deciding 
point for me, at which we were given the task of compsoing 
as one group according to two, three keywords. The start-
ing point was rotkäppchen (Little red riding Hood) and 
Märchen (fairytale). and from this moment no one could 
detach themselves from the images and the narration. 

upto that point we had composed in an inner-musical man-
ner within only the parameters of beat, impulse, bredth 
and dynamic, which is already present in inner-musical 
composition parameters, and as of the moment the story 
was also added the image, even when it was only two 
words, no one in the two groups could detach themselves 
from it and began to compose in a relatively narrative way. 
That was very interesting because even we, who are re-
flecting upon what comes first – the story or the inner-mu-
sical composition – how we couldn’t detach ourselves from 
composing according to a narrative. We then quickly estab-
lished that it is much more interesting to compose inner-

musically and the images, the action – creating music is a 
type of preformance – to let the images arise and to wait 
with the story until maybe right at the end, or perhaps to 
go without a story altogether in order to keep the ears free 
from the intellectual: you have to understand the story 
that we’ve thought out here. really, composing purely in 
an inner-musical way – that was a very, very interesting 
process. and that is of course a topic that we permanently 
discuss: what’s there first? The story or the composition? 
How do they determine each other? When does the visual 
interfere with the aural, because we are by and large more 
influenced by the visual?

Looking ahead, we wish that children aren’t always sur-
rounded by pens and paper. at the age of two they begin 
painting scribbles and at some point the first shapes form 
and then the first figures become apparent. Actually, pre-
cisely this journey from exploring materials, kind of sound 
above form, the form of sounds or artistic form lead to an 
artistic vision, which is developed and which is then ac-
tively held down on paper. and is it not absolutely neces-
sary that children – everywhere from the supermarket to 
in every nursery school – who are surrounded by pens and 
paper, also have to be surrounded by sound material, the 
opportunity to experiment with sounds, in order to simply 
offer the children the opportunity of this auditive educa-
tion, sensitisation too, but also the opportunity to become 
artistically creative. This is offered of course all too in-
frequently, even just making material available. That also 
means that there are acoustically suitable rooms, you can‘t 
do it everywhere. There has to be instruction somewhere 
to simply show children possibilities and that also means 
of course allowing total free range. That is a big challenge 
for the group, to consider these forms more, making this 
kind of sound playground available. Whether they have al-
ready been built or whether it’s just the material that you 
have available is not so crucial. 

The second idea that we developed is closely related to 
this: a research comission that you undertake with chil-
dren who permanently have material available in nursery 
school. research to see whether or not, similar to painting, 
at some point an artistic creativity develops in which you 
say ”i want to paint a princess now,“ so having a vision that 
they carry out and then reflect upon – that was success-
ful, that wasn’t successful, whether that emerges in the 
same way with musical material, that over many years they 
have material available with which they can develop. so, 
not within a workshop that lasts two hours or four months, 
rather, that you for once, as research, accompany a child’s 
development regarding learning composition and see what 
happens when, between the ages of 2 and 6, they per-
manently have the opportunity to work or play musically. 
They are the main ideas we developed along with many 
others, that aren‘t on this note. Many thanks to anselm and 
Johannes. 
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Annett Israel: Thank you. The last group, who looked into 
dialogue between music cultures with lots of people from 
the Komische oper. i invite Johanna Wall to the stage.

Johanna Wall: We were the „in converstation with Music 
Cultures“ Experiment Space – the first thing we exper-
imented with was what we ... everything that’s floating 
around in our heads, with the pre-suppositions, that we 
have and with which we work every day and with which we 
have to deal with every day.

We had various parts but once everyone was there, from 
the very beginning, you noticed that we began to start 
working in a really playful manner. We had a presenta-
tion by Professor raimund Vogels from Hildesheim that 
was very rich in content and that at the same time, but in 
his way, funnily really provoked disscussion regarding how 
far our theoretical knowledge is also directly depicted in 
our practical work, or not. We were joined by a really great 
guest, a violinist from south india, who played us raga 
music and, this really says something about me, i don’t 
know her whole name, doctor Mutaswami. i believe it’s im-
portant, and that was one of the outcomes of our work-
shop – to catch yourself out and not to view things too 
critically, rather just to be aware. To scrutinise our intercul-
tural competence and that of others ever further. now, i’ll 
quickly go through what emerged in our workshop groups, 
which expectations, observations and then hopes and 
ideas for the future:

What do i hope for in such a workshop? actually a curios-
ity to better understand the unfamiliar and the other so 
as to be able to work better. a interesting basis for this is 
the basic assumption that everyone has the right to be lis-
tened to and the right to be seen.

The first misgivings were, however, clearly apparent here, 
namely a warning that we permanently move amongst 
terms, ascriptions and subconscious expectations. That un-
conscious assumptions regarding sovereignty and evolu-
tion are depicted in our language and thought. That means 
we envisage ourselves very quickly and very easily at an 
end phase of a musical evolution and view other musial 
cultures as a rung on a ladder towards it. That was some-
thing that Professor Vogels emphasised relatively strongly 

in his presentation. The desire that music should be under-
stood particularly as social practice was expressed. and 
to also look out from within this context, and not to view 
things detached from it. so, when comparing musical cul-
tures to also compare the the social context and particu-
larly, not to forget praxis. This sentence is also nice: i can 
only encounter music of other cultures with respect, if i 
consider the social practice of the other culture it is com-
ing from. a pitfall: the arrogance of western classical music 
often emerges from the imbalance of social practices 
within music cultures. That was also the case here and the 
desire to “overcome clichés and, what’s more, via more in-
formation“. At the same time, constant reflection is of 
course important on which expectations we have of other 
cultures and culturally influenced music. To be aware of 
your own behaviour and in doing so to observe also possi-
ble post-colonial, culturally imperialistic thinking. 

We were also international: we tried english and german. 
The answer to: how do we handle ... is very interesting – 
it’s the urgency of skipping political corectness. so actu-
ally, possibly the opposite of that which you often think. 
in fact it came up twice: politcally correct thought is also 
a danger that conceals arrogance, a kind of neocolonial-
ism, that is inherent to it. you always stumble, there’s no 
way round it, you just have to acknowledge, that you have 
indeed stumbled.

The accompanying comment was also nice: There are lots 
of possibilities for manipulation in a very polite way. What 
are the conditions necessary for a successful dialogue be-
tween music cultures? Be nice, learn languages, travel, live 
differently. and this came up: to whom does each music 
culture belong? This is also a provocation regarding how 
we are to move within this field correctly. To change your 
perspective regularly and to make mistakes is good. also 
important: we always try to doing things right but we 
should return to a humble desire to be right. Back to a 
modesty of rightness.

one of the group‘s hopes for the future: i hope for a future 
in which i do not have to label intercultural projects as in-
tercultural, because it has become a matter of course. and 
here we are once again the beginning, having gone full cir-
cle regarding curiosity as to what comes next upto never 
stopping being curious which also means striving ... 

Remark of the editorial office: The group reflexion of the ex-
perimental space of playroom voice vocal experiments with 
Christian Kesten took place in the form of a performance, 
which is why it could not be taken up in a written documen-
tation.
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6. congrEss obsErvErs
Individual feedbacks

National and international representatives of various associations, networks and institutions offered summaries of the 
congress and offered their thoughts regarding challenges facing contemporary music theatre for young audiences and 
it’s future prospects. In this pack you will find both group and idividual reports written by the international observers.

amEliE mallmann

The Happy new ears congress was, on the one hand, for 
me an act of taking stock: Where does music theatre for 
young audiences currently find itself? What has been ac-
complished since the last congress in 2009? on the other 
hand, via a concrete line of enquiry, it pursued a possi-
ble vision of the genre’s future: What is experimentation? 
Both lines of enquiry were presented in the first presen-
tation – a dialogue with ina Karr and Matthias rebstock. 
The following points and questions made an impression on 
me: How do we deal with listening when it comes to chil-
dren and young people? Listening is the first linguistic skill 
learnt; how can we nurture the sense of hearing?  

What space do we give music? Where are the most de-
manding pieces for young people? Where can young audi-
ence members make connections to their life experience? 
do the connection points need to be strengthened when 
a familiarity with opera can’t be assumed? or do you risk 
pandering to the audience and diluting the art form? For 
example, the following question was raised: Why don’t we 
work with pop music more often? according to Matthias 
rebstock, the genre of pop music is in no way off limits. 
However, we’re dealing with making that which is taken for 
granted and approachable (once again) foreign  and scru-
tinizing preferences via experimentation with sound.  The 
scope of “the concert” appears to be becoming ever wider 
(also regarding opportunities for mediation), important 
stimuli are arising from instrumental ensembles. in con-
clusion, the following, interesting question was posed: 
is there a contrast to experimentation and mediation? in 
2017, within music theatre for young audiences, what do 
we want to mediate? and, how do we want to experiment? 

The variation in formats offered by the congress was strik-
ing. Personally, i would have liked to have had more the-
oretical input, as i am not particularly familiar with the 
music theatre format.  

My concluding thoughts on the congress: it was a very well 
planned event which enabled exchange, investigation and 
debate with fellow participants at a high level. i think op-
portunities for good mediation are necessary to overcome 
the awe with which music theatre is viewed as an elite 
genre.  some children’s and youth theatres however, need 

to also show more courage and not associate music the-
atre primarily with opera, rather recognize and utilize the 
space created by sounds and experimentation. already in 
schools (and what’s more not just in music lessons), an 
awareness of what hearing and listening really means for 
the development of children and young people is needed 
and in which moments silence can be the appropriate re-
source. 

as a dramaturg, theatre and dance pedagogue, i have so 
far lacked the access to music theatre networks needed 
to make mere contact with composers and musicians. The 
fact that so far music theatre has hardly played a role in 
my work, is due however to my strong focus on spoken-
word theatre and dance. 

For approximately a year now, within the society of dram-
aturgs (dramaturgische gesellschaft) there is a very active 
music theatre collective (Musictheater-ag), which preoc-
cupies itself with dramaturgical, aesthetic and social ques-
tions and outlines important stimuli for the annual confer-
ence. i would like to invite everyone to strengthen music 
theatre for young audiences via the collective! 

as yet, i don’t consider the inclusion of live music when 
submitting contracts for artistic projects. i would like to 
change that. and, i want to listen in a more aware manner. 

mEikE fEchnEr – Manager Germany ASSITEJ inc. and leader of 
the working grup music theatre for young audience of the ASSITEJ

We – about 150 people who are interested in music the-
atre for young audiences - have received an invitation to 
listen: Happy new ears labels an international festival of 
contemporary music theatre for young audiences and a 
congress with a focus on experiments in this field. The fes-
tival explores a variety of forms, music, theatrical spaces 
and aesthetic choices in german and european music the-
atre for young audiences. several productions address 
children as young as six months, only one dares to cre-
ate opera for youngsters aged 14 and up. artists and ex-
perts from several countries have come to Mannheim to 
listen and see, to present and perform and to challenge 
traditional ideas of what music theatre might be within 
the german theatre system. The congress takes the fes-
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tival programme as an impulse to discuss the idea of ex-
periments. charlotte seither, representative of the com-
posers’ association defines an experiment as a permanent 
search, an impetus for change, a questioning of power re-
lations and hierarchies, a movement that aims at changing 
society by changing something within those performing 
and those listening. Her statement was made at the very 
end of the conference, but could – and possibly should – 
have been an initial spark for a discussion about the polit-
ical dimensions of the work we do, no matter whether it 
is presented on a big or small stage. already in her intro-
duction to recent developments in music theatre for young 
audiences, ina Karr, artistic director of the opera at the 
state theatre in Mainz, confirmed that despite a great va-
riety of new works, forms, productions and competitions, 
it is yet too early to describe a change in paradigms. she 
emphasizes two aspects: The first is the focus on listen-
ing and on the ability to hear humans have already as ba-
bies. Hearing is constant. it gives us a sense of place and 
space, it can be filtered and focused. A rhythm or a beat 
can be felt and heard. all these processes need to be re-
flected in much more detail when producing a music the-
atre that asks us not only to hear but to listen, which aims 
to strengthen hearing as a sense which offers a multitude 
of access to our audiences. secondly, ina Karr, discussed 
the idea of intertextuality in music theatre for young audi-
ences. This concept contains the possibility to combine dif-
ferent traditions of theatre, dance, music and visual arts. it 
also invites us to explore new production processes and 
new ways of seeing musicians on stage. How do they pre-
sent themselves as performers and musicians at the same 
time? How do they address an audience? How can the act 
of creating music be made visible and enjoyable? How can 
it become part of what is offered to the audience as an in-
vitation to continue a musical dialogue? in a workshop on 
musical cultures in dialogue, i learn a new term: musical 
multilingualism. The idea behind this concept is, that get-
ting to know musical styles from different regions of the 
world is like learning a language. emotions and knowledge 
are incorporated in a musical language and i need to know 
more about its context, its production, its meaning and its 
history to become multilingual in a musical sense. This en-
counter with a musical language i don’t know reminds me: 
The world is full of languages to be curious about. This 
sense of curiosity is central to the feedback from the work-
shops’ participants and from the expert observers. a ple-

nary session at the end aims at encouraging more exper-
iments in different contexts. it concludes that it’s always 
important to listen and learn before you judge and often 
better to just do things and make your ideas become 
an ear-opening experience for yourself and others. This 
sounds simple, but it is not an appeal to reduce complex-
ity, but an appeal to be courageous: silence is an encounter 
with yourself. Listening is an encounter with the world. 

dagmar domrös – cooperation partner, Artistic leader of 
FRATZ internationally

Further do research: From Happy new ears to FraTZ in-
ternational – developing steps at the music theatre for 
the youngest – as a representative of the artistic team of 
FraTZ international i travelled with a special content in-
terest to Mannheim. The aim of the cooperation was to 
stretch content threads of the congress in november to 
the symposium in March. it was my job, questions and sub-
ject complexes, which stand especially in the work for 
the youngest members of audience in the space and in-
vite to deepening to identify. However, first I rushed with 
open ears - this, e.g., a new word which i took from Man-
nheim with home – in the events and listened to ina Karr 
who allowed a miraculous entrance in the wide field of the 
music theatre for young audience to me with her talk. We 
experimented by different forms and expression means, 
with play and performance, with figures and object thea-
tre, with contemporary dance and music. With the opera or 
the music theatre in the stricter sense i had up to the com-
mon co-production with the „deutsche oper Berlin“ „small 
piece of skies(heavens)/Kleines stück Himmel“ in March, 
2016 hardly contacts. Therefore, my position towards the 
oder(Macher) of this art form is accordingly reverent. The  
Happy new ears congress opened for me the space to di-
minish my reservations. in the activity of the subject for-
eign to me, my personal questions to the theatre sharp-
ened. A good congress helps in finding a position of own 
work. For me it became exciting where it is about position 
questions. in the course of the panel discussion Matthias 
rebstock worked out very clearly what means an experi-
mental position in what it differs from other forms of the 
theatre maker. This way of the art creating is enrolled to 
the theatre for the youngest, because neither have these 
members of audience a work concept to which a produc-
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tion could refer, nor they translate the experienced into a 
higher sense. We cannot know how they process the seen. 
There is simply no common authoritative system to which 
we can refer in work for them. We can accept our young 
members or audience as an opponent, in all what they dis-
tinguishes from us and them with empathy and attention 
face. We can position ourselves as a astist at the posses-
sion with our interests, aesthetic predilections, with all 
what drives us. However, back to the music theatre for the 
youngest. Which questions can be deduced from the po-
sition questions, the seen productions, the conversations 
going back in it and the experiences from the experimental 
rooms? in the course of the congress i could put together 
to me a criterion catalogue which helps me to think about 
musical productions and to arrange them: is the music the 
weight-bearing aesthetic means of the production? or does 
it submit to other elements, as for example to the narra-
tive or the visual? Or does the production find maybe even 
to a perfect teamwork of all levels? is the sound, the tone, 
the sound roofed down to the last detail detail and is con-
sidered? I.e. noises and sounds, as for example the flaps 
of a door, the movement on the stage, the contact with 
equipment become a part of the score? is the sound of the 
equipment considered? How high there is the level of the 
concentration on the music? How much material is used 
or how radical is the activity of it? To use a pleading for 
it, rather less material and to handle with it more compli-
cated, is held.  it was stated that there are not enough ex-
perience values at the music theatre for the youngest yet 
to speak of directions or to be able to say dependably what 
valid possible forms are. Trying has only begun in this area. 
our FraTZ festival and symposium wants to put here other 
impulses. Beside the presentation of the work which work 
primarily with musical means we further want to experi-
ment. The relevant questions which have themselves with 
Happy new ears crystallize and which we want to investi-
gate within the scope of the FraTZ of symposium further 
are: First: How does one compose for very young children? 
How complicated can be the music which is received by a 
target group without cultural previous training? and sec-
ondly: in which relation does the music stand to other aes-
thetic means, in particular to the narration and to the vis-
ual? is the music able, the other senses steer? When do we 
add stories and pictures to the composition there without 
our internal-musical universe to leave? do we remain ab-
stract? Where does the visual overlay the auditive? We ask 
two research labs consisting of three artists of the areas of 
composition to develop music and play, in twice three days 
of short musical scenes for very young children. The FraTZ 
studio investigates the opportunities of a music-theatrical 
cooperation between adult artists and children and takes 
up with thus a demand upraised on the congress to stim-
ulate children in surroundings friendly to sound to hear-
ing and to give hearing to theirmusical-acoustic forms of 
expression. The music-theatrical sketches of the research 
labs, the working processes and conceptual reflexions are 
opened for the participants of the symposium and form 

the basis of an exchange beside the together received pro-
ductions. My workshop leader in Mannheim, Mathias Hinke, 
had spoken during the experimentation only a little. But, 
however, at the end he spoke. Briefly. In the collective pro-
cess – and i this thinks is applies for the artistic process 
just as for the discursive – it is important to get into con-
versation. neither hierachization nor consensus would be 
productive here. The insignificance is helpful, however, 
sometimes. „arranges you for cooking!“ This sentence has 
stamped itself and i have immediately applied him. re-
search lab 1 meets at the beginning of January for cooking!

gErald mErtEns

Making good music theatre for children and young people 
is a real challenge, as was discussed by approximately 150 
theatre pedagogues, music mediators, and experts from 
germany and europe over three days, 20th - 22nd november, 
in Mannheim. “young opera” has already established itself 
in some theatres, those in Mannheim or stuttgart are exam-
ples. Where that isn’t yet the case, music pedagogues have, 
at the very least, fought to secure themselves a firm posi-
tion. opera houses, theatres and concert halls’ appreciation 
of the young of audience of today (as well as that of tomor-
row) has, over the last 15 years, significantly increased.

The congress forums and workshops however brought ex-
isting problems and deficits to light: What recognition and 
appreciation do music pedagogues receive from artistic di-
rectors and principal conductors? What personnel and ma-
terial resources are made available for groundwork with 
children and teenagers? How do good performances gain 
further reach and make their way into repertoire? Which 
productions make it to the big stages?

Further questions affect the education, and further educa-
tion, of theatre pedagogues as well as orchestra members. 
The restraints of theatre and orchestra structures were 
criticized regarding executing experimental formats with 
small ensembles. Participation in the form of improvisa-
tion, mime and acting in innovative projects are for many 
members of orchestras a big obstacle. 

To conclude, the current state of the new stage and music 
mediation for children and young people is most promis-
ing. in practice however, much remains to be done in order 
to enable both development and success and to increase 
efficiency. 

tuula Jukola-nuortEva

i was very pleased to attend the Happy new ears festival 
in Mannheim as a representative of reseo, european net-
work for opera, dance and Music education. i found the 
program well balanced with high quality performances, 
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workshops, interesting speeches and examples of good 
practice. as a representative of european network, it was 
insightful to experience a wider glimpse of the german 
and international cultural scene and hear what kind of top-
ics are at the moment relevant. it was satisfying both pro-
fessionally as well as artistically to experience longer prac-
tical workshops the 2nd day rather than the usual 2 hours 
tasters that one often experiences in conferences. i took 
part in Forming acoustic spaces- composing Music Theatre 
with children by anselm dalferth and Johannes gaudet – a 
very interesting and professionally well led session. it was 
also satisfying to get back to the topic the following day in 
the “A Moment to Reflect” session. From a guest‘s point of 
view i found the administrative staff very friendly, profes-
sional and most helpful at all times. This was a conference 
that offered both substance and quality. i was impressed.

I find that currently relevant topics in RESEO, as well as in 
the Finnish cultural scene, are collaboration between art 
organizations, universities and art academies. reseo will 
focus on that theme in our spring conference in Belgrade, 
april 2017. Both in reseo as well as in my own work, we 
discuss a great deal the importance of trusting a child‘s im-
agination, their creativity and intelligence in the creative 
process and creative decision making. We also believe that 
the art field offers exciting opportunities to bring groups 
of people together who might not otherwise meet, or even 
be interested in getting to know one another. Through 
creative processes it is possible for individuals to break 
boundaries and understand that we need ‚them‘ in order to 
become ‚us‘. That also applies in my opinion to our work, it 
is important that the art institutions join their local com-
munity rather that reach out.

Joscha schaback

day 1 – Where does Music Theatre for children Find itself?

The opening presentation by ina Karr, Head dramaturg at 
staatstheater Mainz, makes clear that international music 
theatre for children is developing into an independent art 
form via new material, performance techniques and ac-
cess oportunities, which are being determined by new ar-
tistic directions but, in praxis, are also encountering prob-
lems. The sincerity with which the congress participants 
showed interest in the aesthetic content, the production 
methods and the target audience during the first and third 
days is testimony to the fact that in the field of music the-
atre a sphere of work and an artistic genre has emerged in 
which the relevance of music theatre and the experienc-
ing of art can be completely thought out, explored and re-
garded anew. in contrast to the constraints of organisa-
tional forms, the audience‘s supposed desires and state 
and city theatres‘ so called canon of repertoire controlled 
evening programming, a field appears to be developing 
within music theatre for children in which it is possible to 

determine content and its reception anew and to, in turn, 
directly connect to the here and now and the young audi-
ences‘ experiences. 

it appears that within the context of music theatre for chil-
dren very basic questions regarding music theatre, in fact 
regarding theatre generally, arise, which in more estab-
lished genres are less of a focus as organisational struc-
tures and programming as well as visitor and reception 
patterns have already cultivated traditions and orientated 
the development of these genres. in contrast, at the con-
gress in Mannheim precisely which opportunities lie within 
this new beginning become clear even when this new be-
ginning is turbulent; where does space for experimenta-
tion open up within music theatre for children, which can-
not be pursued in the same way in opera, concerts and in 
part in spoken word theatre for children. The encounters at 
the congress make it clear that questions concerning music 
theatre for children regarding content, pieces, themes and 
scores etc cannot be posed in a manner disconnected from 
their audience. This is in turn connected to a sensibility 
and attitude towards social questions. Finally the question 
of how art becomes accessible also arises; music theatre 
for children, with its complicated organisational stuctures 
and the often indirect and effortful communication with 
its public via teachers or parents, stands before a diffi-
cult task requiring a great candour. Music theatre for chil-
dren does not only pose the classic question of what (what 
content?), of how (which forms?), or for whom (which au-
dience?) and why (to what artistic / pedagogic purpose?). 
Music theatre for children also asks itself the question of 
whether at all and, whatsmore, it does so in two ways.   

on the one hand, the desire arises that artisic experi-
ences are made accessible and in this sense, large produc-
tion houses bear particular responsibility for music thea-
tre for children in relationship to evening programming. at 
first contact, children‘s theatres should familiarise young 
audiences with music theatre. it’s not uncommon that be-
hind this is the management‘s desire to increase audi-
ence figures and to attract an audience long term. The fact 
that audience figures, as poorly as they can be deciphered 
form stage statistics, for children’s music theatre are ex-
tremely low carries all the more weight when compared to 
those for the fields of opera, concerts, acting and acting 
aimed at children. is essentially far too little music thea-
tre for children and programming of staged music for chil-
dren and young people offered, depsite the fact that in cit-
ies the demand demonstrably exceeds the supply? even 
when a small number of children and young people come 
into contact with high quality productions and workshops, 
do the many others not count, the overwhelming major-
ity that will never experience the enjoyment music theatre 
offers?  new long term studies of visitor information show 
that a single visit to the theatre during childhood contrib-
utes significantly to the given adult not going on to later 
visit classical cultural institutions; a single visit to the the-
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atre appears to confirm negative preconceptions about it 
and to solidify the feeling of not belonging in an unfamiliar 
institution. Enabling first contact cannot therefore be the 
focus; rather music theatre for children needs resources to 
enable regular and sustainable artistic experiences for its 
audience, and whats more, to do so to a much greater ex-
tent than the current state of affairs. How can it be real-
ised that music theatre for children does not become at-
tainable for only a disappearing minority?

classical or Popmusic?

The discussion regarding pop music in music theatre for 
children is stimulating. discussion touches upon both aes-
thetic aspects of the two different genres but also the 
question how contemporary music forms based on pop 
music can be accomodated by the instruments of a classi-
cal opera orchestra. As clarification, the composer Ludger 
Vollmer‘s music theatre works are mentioned, who princi-
pally writes for an opera orchestra and soloist ensemble 
but strives for melodic and rhythmic comprehensibility in 
his musical language and is fundamentally loyal to func-
tionally harmonious listening habits. in this context, the 
aesthetic decisions regarding this tonal language are given 
less focus than how to compile a familiar aural experi-
ence and how to reduce opportunity for explorative listen-
ing. Here the term experimental music theatre is refined 
to a moment of completely new or newly contextualised 
aural experience. director and Professor of scenic Music at 
the university of Hildesheim, Matthias rebstock‘s remarks 
made clear that experimental music theatre for children 
can be understood as a dynamic interplay between listen-
ing and seeing. What we hear can simultaneously bring us 
to reinterpret what we see and vice versa. new connec-
tions between images and sounds can lead to new out-
looks on the world and to new linguistic terms. experimen-
tal music theatre is therefore a process of opening oneself 
up, which enquires, surprises and widens the sense of 
hearing. This dynamic definition of hearing is also relevant 
to performances for adults but is of even more importance 
to music theatre for children because aural experience and 
the relationship between aural impressions with ideas, im-
ages, terms and situations etc is being established for the 
first time. Music theatre for children has the chance to be-
come a part of the children‘s aural development.  

day 2– art as a Form of encounter –  
„caban“ Workshop with Karel Van ransbeeck 

The director, puppeteer and artistic director of Theater de 
spiegel in antwerp, Karel Van ransbeeck, invited his work-
shop participants to take part in a practical exercise on the 
second congress day.

during the evaluation the day after, the workshop partici-
pants admit how difficult it is to relinquish dramaturgy - a 
goal orientated structure - and musical conventions and to 

endure, for example, the long searched for rhythm within 
the group at some point disappearing again and not being 
immediately superseded by a another intense moment.  
We‘ve worked so long to be professionals,“ says one work-
shop participant, The caban however deals with being 
human again. art loses its sense of work“ and what re-
mains is pure encounter.“ Karel Van ransbeeck reports that 
he always lets the musicians he works with on his produc-
tions take part in the caban. That often leads to essential 
questions: am i still creating art here? is my presence even 
necessary? What in fact is art if i can no longer hide behind 
technology and virtuosity? 

day 3 – What does Music Theatre for children need? 

The third day of the congress is determined by the evalu-
ation discussion and the concluding symposium at which 
a multitude of important questions are thrown up. Worth 
mentioning here is,  for example, the contention around the 
orchestra wage agreement which empowers members of an 
orchestra to refuse scenic participation in action on stage. 

in independent theatres, which often have less complex 
organisational structures aligning with evening program-
ming, music theatre for children can essentlially estab-
lish itself more easily above and beyond the work form, yet 
here there is often a lack of essential resources. Music the-
atre for children’s high personell costs, again in contrast 
to children’s spoken language theatre, are of great signifi-
cance. 

For music theatre for children in city and state theatres, 
the creative director’s stance is key as they have author-
ity over financial and human resources. Even in independ-
ent departments music theatre for children’s existence is 
still dependent on the creative director’s personal decision. 
a glance of the german theatrescape shows that the artis-
tic director’s of production houses that nurture music the-
atre for children in a stable manner, generally also have a 
personal interest in music theatre for children. This con-
text shows clearly how important public discussion regard-
ing music theatre for children is, which via the congress in 
Mannheim is gaining new momentum. The question as to 
why more artistic directors didn’t accept their invitation to 
Mannheim remains unanswered.

Music theatre for children is, in many cities, not yet a firm 
part of their production houses‘ structures and is not yet 
anchored in the target audience‘s needs; neither abstain-
ing from nor or the introduction of productions for chil-
dren into the lengthy process would noticeably reach pub-
lic perception. Music theatre for children is beginning to 
develop into an independent field that boasts its very own 
profile regarding not only its audiences but also it’s aes-
thetics. The aim here has to be to be able to, as a field, 
work independently of the artistic focal points outlined by 
the artistic director and to persist beyond managemental 
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transitions. This notion comes closest to the so called in-
dependent department, which with a director of its own, a 
budget of its own and also often a stage of its own already 
is in a strong position. 

Within the context of strengthening music theatre for chil-
dren, being produced on main stages is an important fac-
tor. Only large productions increase audience figures, 
which would, in relation to evening programming, elevate 
music theatre for children to notable stature. The Komis-
chen oper Berlin, as an exmaple, with roughly 40,000 
child and teen visitors per season and one children’s opera 
on the main stage per year, makes clear that that it is pos-
sible to reach a new audience that no (transitional) man-
agement would want to forgo.

at the same time though, a production on the main stage 
also runs the risk of having to incorporate aesthetic fac-
tors due to the large distance between the audience and 
the orchestra, the visual presence of stage set and design 
and the representation of the space, which opposes recep-
tion of the above description of experimental music thea-
tre. Plus, productions on main stages are often determined 
by the specialised organisational processes of evening pro-
gramming, which for example impede the development of 
pieces, musical improvisation or the creative inclusion of 
orchestra musicians. How can music theatre for children 
none the less work in a manner orientated towards its tar-
get audience? How do we bring new work methods to the 
main stage? How do we suceed in prolifically making the 
music theatre described at the start for main auditoriums?

Final reflection
Annett Israel: Programmed event: national and interna-
tional observers summarise the congress. They are: ger-
ald Mertens of the deutschen orchestervereinigung (ger-
man orchestra association) and netzwerk Junge ohren 
(young ears network); amelie Mallmann, dramaturgis-
che gesellschaft (dramaturgs’ society) – member of the 
board of directors; Joscha schaback from schottmusikver-
lag (schott Music: Music & Media Publishers), who is 
currently working on a research project on structures 
in children’s music theatre; dr. charlotte seither of the 
deutscher Komponistenverband (german composers as-
sociation), Tuula Jukola-nuorteva from Finland represent-
ing RESEO; and Diana Kržanić Tepavac from Serbia, who 
is a member of the assiTeJ international executive com-
mittee. roland Quitt will host. 

Roland Quitt: There is one question with which i would like 
to begin and it goes, once again, to our two international 
guests. This has been an internationl congress but the dis-
cussions have naturally been (because they have taken place 
in germany and because those here with us now, who are 
partaking, by and large come from germany) led from a ger-
man perspective. it seems to me, not only in youth theatre, 
of which i am not really an expert, but in all other theatre 
forms that the question regarding how theatre should look 
and must look can only ever be posed relatively in terms of 
the backdrop of specific traditions of a country and the in-
dividuals who pursue this art form in any specific country. 
That means, i believe, that the question: how should music 
theatre for young audiences look? – that there is certainly 
no international answer to it. and that is what interests me 
to start with – what your first impressions are like, what the 
situation is like in other countries, from which starting point 
the questions being posed here come from.

Tuula Jukola-Nuorteva: i think it’s great, that we don’t all 
discuss the same questions all over the world. But, i think, 
what is currently very important to us, at the moment, 

certainly in Finland and also within the context of reseo, 
is that the national curriculum in Finland has just changed 
and it’s all about how to enhance the creativity that hap-
pens in schools with art organisations. We’ve taken compo-
sition on big time in the national curriculum and the gov-
ernment expects that the art organisations offer a great 
deal of variety in how, for example, you can use composi-
tion in your own field of work. We’re discussing how to en-
hance children’s creativity a lot at the moment and how to 
take that on board when you plan a programme. and how 
you let the children’s voices be heard. rather than the pro-
fessional telling the children: oh, this is a topic you’re sup-
posed to be interested in and all that. We try to listen a 
lot and to learn to listen to what the children or young-
sters or anybody within the community has to say because 
we think that art organisations represent the communities 
around them. so again, i go back again to this idea of “is-
land“. That we can’t be in our own beautiful bubble [...] we 
really need to have a two-way thing. We also discuss uni-
versities‘ role in this whole business of the professional 
arts. How much of a role the art organisations should take 
in the development of students – future artists so to say – 
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who will be delivering programmes etc in the future. That’s 
certainly something that we at the Finish opera are doing 
a great deal. Working in partnership with the art organi-
sations and offering our resources. as we’re government 
funded, most of our money comes from tax payers, so most 
of the people are saying: what do you give back? High-
priced performance tickets? so that’s what we discuss a 
lot. in terms of context of reseo: how can we internation-
ally collaborate with productions, find material that relates 
to different countries, celebrate the diversity that there is 
but at the same time find the unity within us. Celebrate the 
fact that, afterall, whatever country or backround we come 
from, we’re not really all that different. We talk a lot about 
how it’s important to appreciate our differences. 

Diana Kržanić Tepavac: as i said, i’m coming from theatre 
for young audiences, and i can say that assiTeJ serbia has 
a lot of members who are very different. so, that means 
that we have a professional theatre funded by the munici-
pality, the classical one and then we have a lot of individ-
ual theatres and individuals and some festivals. But actu-
ally we didn’t deal specifically with the theatre for young 
audiences in a music sense, which is now here our topic.

as i have been trying to prepare myself to come over here, 
i found out that, for example, the Belgrad Philharmonic is 
doing a specific programme for children two times a year 
and there ist also some, i would say, very opera things, 
that are common in the repertoires for the young ones like 
Mozart [...] But, i would say, what i found to be the prob-
lem that most of the people from the music field are hav-
ing, is that usually it’s seen like preparing the audience for 
tomorrow, which i don’t agree with. i think that the audi-
ence is right now, in the moment in which we are adressing 
it. so this is something which i think we have to be very 
aware of, one of the things we have to be aware of. The 
other thing is that i don’t think theatre – musical theatre – 
is only opera. i know that we have to nourish opera but 
there are also differences. But what they are, i don’t know. 
I would like to find out with all of us included. In theatre, 
and in music theatre. That doesn’t underestimate opera 
and the importance of it. so, i would just underline what 
we have heard here, that there are a lot of differences in 
the way we approach the name of the music theatre for 
young audiences, there are so many different possibilities 
and I’m looking foward to finding out what they are and I 
hope this network, which will be established, will discuss 
with a perspective on the whole international world. 

Quitt: you just touched upon a point that arises the whole 
time in the discussions and raises problems. There are, so to 
say, these ”fuzzy edges“ in all the discussions taking place 
here between – within our topics – between the thea-
tre pedagogy aspect (the question of introduction to some-
thing – whether it should now be the opera-goers of the fu-
ture) and the question andrea gronemeyer expressed it in 
her opening speech. she said: it’s not about seeing the young 

people as ”beings in a state of becoming“ rather seeing them 
as human beings, so as fully-fledged individuals and theatre-
goers, who have the right to their own theatre form. so, one 
aspect is the pedagogic aspect, which is always included and 
which also played a role in our experiment spaces. The other 
aspect is the one regarding what kind of pieces we need for 
our a young audience if we are to take this young audience 
seriously and when not looking at the whole thing from the 
pedagogic perspective. i would however, before we do an-
ything else like to quickly bring the pedagogic side into the 
discussion, in order to then come to the other perspective. 
My question in this round would be, and i’m speaking specif-
ically to you Miss Mallmann: how far have we come? i’ll put 
it differently: it was said in the Mannheim Manifest from six 
years ago that we need to develop a specific methodology 
for theatre pedagogy for children’s music theatre. Where are 
we with that today? What would we need? What’s missing? 
What do we need? as individuals who pursue that, individu-
als like you who tread the border between dramaturgy and 
theatre pedagogy, how much do dramaturgs need to take 
care of that? What are this field‘s prospects? 

Amelie Mallmann: Essentially, I find it really, really good 
when dramaturgy and music pedagogy determien one an-
other but that is precisely the discussion that we have been 
having for years and that we actually drew to a close be-
cause at some point it became clear that it can’t just be 
about performance pedagogy, rather there always has to 
be a motivation in the content or a thought provoked by 
the content as to why i am preparing a piece or how i am 
preparing for a piece. so, i develop, for example, my work-
shops by drawing from dramaturgical knowledge relating 
to a piece, from the material, but my colleagues will equally 
do that. so, i believe that within theatre and music peda-
gogy, dramaturgy arrived a long time ago. i know far too lit-
tle about music pedagogy to be able to say what the situ-
ation there is like. i’m not a part of it. i can only say, what 
really impressed me as an approach to music pedagogy was 
my experience in the acoustic playground and the manner 
in which Josephine rausch guided us through it. i immedi-
ately thought that you weren’t a theatre pedagogue rather 
a music pedagogue or music theatre pedagogue because 
i found it unbelievably comfortable, the manner in which 
we were led through it, to experiment for ourselves and 
to time again stop and pause and to see, what can i hear? 
What i am doing? Why am i doing that? and really quickly 
starting points for compositions had suddenly arisen. That’s 
just a personal impression that i’ve got here. 

Quitt: are we to continue organising experiments in order 
to create this new form, that has to be created, as many 
of us believe. a music theatre for children. or is this ex-
perimentation a means to an end, in order to arrive some-
where, to achieve something. or is it rather about, being 
contemporary in theatre, about generally having an exper-
imental approach?
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Joscha Schaback: Firstly, i think it‘s absolutely good and 
right to experiment, that there’s a forum in which we can 
do so, because – so i took place in a totally open form 
with Karel Van ransbeeck in which we actually returned 
to questions that preoccupy us equally in full-scale opera 
as well as in children’s theatre. and that was clearly other 
groups‘ exprience and with that in mind i think it’s good 
and right – not knowing where it may lead to – because 
that is exactly what we are looking for. We’ve actually es-
tablished that as artists we often encounter the problem 
that we pose a question and already know the answer or 
roughly know the context. and that’s the case when look-
ing at the little ones – we don’t know the context of our 
questions, in fact we know nothing. and then something 
new arises. nonetheless it’s the case in many theatres, i 
would say in 70 %, that it’s not about the question: what 
music theatre are we making then – more experimental or 
more orientated on a story, a narrative? is it evil pop music 
or good, newly composed music? or it is now wrong to 
open up this contradiction rather does is the contradiction 
ever even occur? Because just as many houses have struc-
tures in which music theatre for children just falls by the 
wayside. The houses are dependent on on their opera de-
partments, resources, space, money and singers and in the 
end it happens often enough that just nothing takes place. 

Quitt: Which structures would we need to establish in houses 
so that things don’t break away when the dramaturg or the 
two, three individuals, who are interested in it, who fight for 
it, leave the house so that such structures remain sound?

Schaback: it’s not so easy to answer something like that pre-
cisely. in germany, we of course have the dominant state 
and municipal theatres, which is also an answer to the ques-
tion: what differenciates us from other countries? We have 
80 opera houses in germany and roughly 150 orchestras. 
That means we have an incredibly professionalised land-
scape and that independent theatre, regarding what con-
cerns music theatre, has a slightly different function here 
as it does abroad. so, something like what happened in Bel-
gium with de speigel is, i believe, unimanginable in that 
form in Germany. More specifically, there are certain struc-
tures, that are establushed in such a way that such a won-
derful orchid that may be found in Belgium could never 
come to bloom here. That means i would now like to talk 
about municipal and state theatre. We mustn’t however for-
get independent theatre, they exist too, Pfütze’s there too. 
i believe, in the end, we need distinct departments – so a 
leader of a young opera, with, where possible, their own 
space in which they can perform, a permanent salary, a 
budget that can be used and a budget that is so to say se-
cure regarding financial, audience-related and artistic set 
backs. Because, all that happens just when you begin to 
make attempts, we’re still at the start, and as soon as it 
goes badly once it’s very quickly decided from above that 
children’s and young people‘s music theatre simply has to go 
because the resources just have to be used for other things.

Quitt: Those were the demands that appeared in the 
Mannheim Manifest from six years ago, in fact exactly as 
you just described them. do you get the impression that 
anything has moved on since then? That we now find our-
selves in a different postion to that of six years ago? 

Schaback: yes, so i’ve already, there are also many new in-
stitutions that in the meantime have arrived at these mu-
nicipal and state theatres. There are also many integrated 
systems, so houses that have decided we’re not making a 
separate department, rather all together we will make an 
orchestra, opera department. The whole theatre makes, so 
to say, its own children‘s and young people’s music theatre. 
That has already happened. [...] 

Quitt: The question that keeps arising here is: what else are 
we doing with the main stage? i would like to put that out 
to the room too. is it not perhaps enough that we make a 
music theatre that takes place on small stages? That perhaps 
doesn’t serve the full-scale form but then however does do 
so in that it brings people into current, contemporary music 
theatre, brings young people to later go to watch an opera 
on the main stage. is that the only prospect we have? 

Schaback: Of course not. I believe music theatre first of all 
arises on small stages. We have really seen fantastic re-
sults. in the classroom also, deeply impressive. nonethe-
less we mustn’t forget the full-scale form. Time again we 
have the problem that we include all the ingredients of the 
adult programming in productions when we’re in the big 
house with the main stage, all the processes, the hierarchi-
cal structures. The time planning, the large space, the big 
distance to the stage, being inundated with both acous-
tic and also optical stimuli, filling up your ears – we’ve 
been talking a lot about listening. of course we have all of 
that on the main stage, but i believe we have to nonethe-
less engage there. every year, the Komische opera does a 
children’s opera and every year it reaches 45,000 audience 
members afterall (with all workshops as well of course). 
now, you can argue artistically over what happens there 
but that’s the point at which both the artistic director and 
the culture politicians say we can’t bypass this group of 
people who we of course definitely do not want to lose.  
i think you have to do the one thing but are not allowed to 
forget the other. 

Quitt: Mr Mertens, how would you approach this for the 
perspective of the orchestra?

Mertens: it’s already been said that we have over 80 opera 
orchestras, we have a comparably smaller part of concert 
orchestras, in addition to the field of broadcasting, in which 
the field of music mediation is dynamic. But, when we enter 
the field of opera, anyone can see how a large opera house 
ticks. and when they have an orchestra department over 
there, then they have a music theatre department iver here, 
then they have acting, and then the dance department too 
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and even possibly outsourced departments, like at the state 
ballet. They have very clear divisions and produce within 
specific structures. I described that this morning on the way 
here: one person only makes car seats, the other airbags, 
together they produce a car but everyone does something 
different. and are specialised in what they do. But within 
the houses are the theatre pedagogues, the concert peda-
gogues, the dramaturgs who are taking care of things – so 
they are a little like the mediators between the depart-

ments. But they aren’t really valued in this incredibly im-
portant role as mediators. and i think that is a crucial point. 
above all there’s the question: who‘s going to take care of 
that? is that really something for the boss? if you now ask 
the artistic director, the head conductor, the orchestra man-
ager and, in my opinion, the board of the orchestra too: ok, 
where in your house will you establish the field of music 
mediation, education and concert pedagogy? is that a spe-
cialised department? or ist that something that, well, we’ll 
do as well? a façade. i think that is an exciting question 
of self-definition, where really the acid test has to be con-
ducted and the following had to be voiced: if that is the in-
stitution’s aim, then you have to not only say a rather also 
B and have to invest the appropriate resources. create the 
appropriate organisational requirements. and in that re-
spect the different houses have made different progress. i 
think that is a really important point. That there‘s an aware-
ness of it, that it‘s not just superficial, rather that it has to 
be also be of 100% quality just like the rest of the other ar-
tistic process on the main stage, in concerts or in all other 
areas in which you work with the audience. i think that is a 
change in how we think about things and there is still a lot 
of work to be done on it. 

Quitt: Would we have to change the existing pay structure 
that we have for orchestras so that we could bring in ex-
perimental forms?

Mertens: i’ll approach this question in a relaxed manner, 
and the answer equally so. Because why have i been in-
volved with the netzwerk Junge ohren (young ears net-
work) for so many years? Because it is close to my heart. 
When someone says, there’s a problem with a contract re-
garding pay, then they should please make the demand on 
behalf of their house that something should be changed. i 
don’t believe it is the pay structure and its contracts, be-
cause all – so 100 orchestras – in germany work with 
them. That is also a unique situation worldwide. With 
some houses though it works really well – i look at osna-
brück, at Mainz, they all have the same pay structure and 
contracts and it works. Because i think it is rather a ques-
tion of internal attitude, and the internal attitude has to 
come form below – it’s a question of the orchestra musi-
cians themselves. There are also problems, i have to admit. 
But it is also a question of management which means, how 
do you really handle it using dialogue? ok, we want to do 
a specific project; which musicians are prepared to get in-
volved? There is much resistance, i know that as well. How 
can you overcome this resistance?

Quitt: But i‘ve experienced for myself many times that mu-
sicians would have liked to have worked and wouldn’t have 
got any money for work beyond their remit but it wasn’t 
possible. so, they would have very much liked to have 
done it, they wanted to do something different. 

Mertens: yes, there will always be individual cases in which 
you say with your normal, human common sense, i don’t 
understand at all right now. But even that is a question of 
being convinced, you have to bring them round to it. i think 
that when it‘s clear that that is a part of the business, that 
the business has the intention to do that – so music medi-
ation in it’s broadest sense – then the musicians can take 
it for granted that they are to be involved. That’s not the 
case with everyone, and they don’t want to have certain 
musicians in such role, i don‘t think [...] 

Schaback: nonetheless that’s all dependent upon goodwill. 
i always have to narrow that down a little. [...] When some-
one in the contract can basically say no, that is of course a 
pain. i think the question is whether the pay structure has 
to be changed but before we do that we have the problem 
that orchestra musicians are not trained at all in what we 
are asking of them and in that respect i then understand 
that they then say that they are putting themselves into a 
completely, for me, unprofessional field. You’re all talking 
about how i need to open myself up and so on but at the 
end of the day i studied the violin. you also have to look at 
that – how are people being trained? 

Quitt: The need to, at least as far as i know orchestra mu-
sicians, so that’s not all of them, you always find though 
when you’re at a house like the the one here in Mannheim, 
when you want to do something that it’s not only about 
music mediation rather it’s also about new theatre forms, 
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performance stories, instrumental theatre. i just know 
many musicians, who are keen but the ongoing activity 
makes it very hard to generate results. 

Mertens: Then the question is: what freedom can be cre-
ated? This is a discussion that they seriously need to have. 
so, when they want it, when the orchestra management 
or the artistic leadership say: I say we want to put on five 
staged chamber concerts with musicians and really do 
that as a series, I guarantee it, they then find people who 
will do it. and they then have to have freedom to be able 
to experiment. and the moment they create this freedom 
and do away with this all this whining [...] i think it will 
work. and then that has nothing to do with the pay struc-
ture, rather with an internal feeling of being convinced it’s 
a good idea. 

Quitt: We have to explain again to our colleauges here who 
are not from germany what we mean with a pay system 
and it’s contracts for orchestras, for musicians. it says in 
the contracts that musicians only have to play – they don’t 
have to act in scenes, they don’t have to wear costumes, [...] 
and they also don’t have to improvise. [...] it is essentially, 
another music form. i add that for context. [...] if we now in-
clude an accordian, then that has to be paid, even though 
there are people – around 30 people – who could play it.

Charlotte Seither: A flautist doesn’t have to suddenly play a 
penny whistle, rather he has the right to only play his or-
chestral flute.

Quitt: charlotte seither, with that we will turn to you. We 
do indeed currently have a situation in which, with broad-
ened modes of playing, composers have the tendency to ask 
something or other from a musician which is not part of the 
normal remit with the given instrument. or, is that wrong?

Seither: so, it is indeed a very different experience to work 
with an orchestra in comparison to working in the in-
dependent scene, or to working with special ensembles 
for the new music we now have, who are of course very 
skilled when it comes to these experimental scenes. i have 
changed my attitude to these things a little over the last 
couple of years. it’s of course most easy to work in the in-
dependent scene because everyone does everything. They 
have a never-ending idealism, never-ending passion. The 
question of how long a rehearsal lasts and how often they 
rehearse is never asked. everyone practices until they drop. 
There is only the goal that is to be reached and then the 
piece is then finished when the rehearsal process is finished. 
That is the happy situation, regarding purely the content, 
that is most often the case in the independent scene. With 
an orchestra, they have three rehearsals and the piece is 
performed exactly as it is after three rehearsals. regardless 
of how it is, regardless of the state it is in. in the meantime, 
the experience i’ve gathered and also the things that make 
me happy have changed. Time again i recognise how much 

we gain from the municipal orchestra culture that we have. 
i think that it must not be doubted in any regard because 
it is of indescribable value that we have it and you become 
well aware of this when you work in other countries.

Quitt: How do you view the role of the composer in the 
form music theatre – with which we mainly have to do 
with – a form which somehow has very flat hierarchies 
and often within which composers don’t deliver a score 
as they do in opera that is then staged and interpreted 
rather within which composers are dealing with a co-op-
eration with different departments of no specific shape or 
form which then come together in theatre. do you have 
the feeling that it’s also a topic for composers now, includ-
ing those of the composers association, that they perhaps 
write music that no longer has the sense of being a “work” 
because it should become a component of theatre. do you 
have the feeling that that is also in the younger gener-
ation’s heads? does something possibly need to be con-
veyed in education and training? or is that an ideal? am i 
pursuing an inaccurate idea of theater?

Seither: i think that what concerns us as composers, and 
now i am speaking from a personal perspective, totally 
subjectively, is much less the form as to whether it is now 
this form or that form of theatre or music theatre or just 
something musical. i would rather like to come back to 
the term that came up right at the beginning, namely: ex-
perimentation. i believe experimentation – that this term 
is too small and that the word is actually to small for the 
thing that is actually something quite different to what i at 
least mean or am looking for or what i am trying to grasp 
by investigating this term. and that means, that we often 
have the restrictive meaning of what you think experimen-
tation means: i’m now going to do everything differently. 
i think experimentation is much more potent than the 
meaning that stands behind the term if you say that it is a 
stance. it’s a stance that implies i am permanently search-
ing and tweaking. and the things that come to light dur-
ing the searching and tweaking are possibly not so breath-
taking with regards to their external form or haven’t yet 
been or whatever. But what’s taking place is an investiga-
tion and it has a very specific goal: namely that it acts on 
and reacts to the individual that hears it and through the 
individual listening to it, the individual makes a change in 
themself and in doing so becomes connected and rooted 
in the ”us“ in society. i view the term experimentation as 
much more free. Less bound to a material or musical or ar-
tistic culture, rather relating to a mental stance. i can in 
theory employ this stance in a song or in a string quar-
tet in that i tweak something so that something changes. 
and that is the crucial point to come back to your ques-
tion regarding how our relationship with the arts. in ac-
tual fact, i have observed that over roughly 10 years. i live 
in Berlin, not far from the Volksbühne, acting is very ap-
parent in many things. There are hardly any acting-based 
performances in which the music does not play a really big 
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part. Where you say, it’s now something much, much big-
ger than the part previously played by stage music. Be-
cause precisely that is what’s being looked for. The pro-
ductions or the ideas for concepts come from acting and 
discover that ... when music and the other parameters of 
the performance meet in an equivalent manner, in a very 
participative manner then a third thing arises or a fourth, 
which is more than that [...] and then something new 
emerges, which tweaks, which builds, that goes beyond 
the realm of possibility and the potency of the individual 
and that’s where it gets exciting. We still have of course all 
kinds of music theatre existing side by side. yesterday in 
the diversity and dialogue between cultures workshop we 
spoke about it, about the thought that is time again, even 
in music lessons, imbued into us: There’s the music and it 
has developed into this and this and this. essentially this 
is an evolutionary thought process but it excludes the pos-
sibility that at any given time there were also countless 
other types of music that simply didn’t enter further into 
the hierarchy due to this evolutionary thinking, no power 
was given to the musicians in that the musicians were the 
cause of something that became another effect. and so i 
believe, today we need to learn how to put up with things, 
to develop specific tolerances towards things arising from 
the wholly conventional literature-based opera, that pre-
dominantly arises from the music and serves other param-
eters. and they are also forms that are written in exactly 
the same way and are produced new by young compos-
ers and at the point of ermergence happen upon lots of 
other forms. i think we just need to be relaxed and allow 
the dominance-free approach space. also when i, as a com-
poser, personally say there are many things that simply do 
not interest me and many things which i would simply like 
to learn more about. 

Tepavac: now you have said something that is very basic for 
theatres for young audiences, and this is listening. if we are 
working on the sounds, on the music, the basic thing is to 
have a listener. Listening – this is a very huge task. To work 
with young audiences is to teach them to listen. i mean to 
make them curious, to challenge them to listen. and this is 
actually a social area, in the context of social work. if you 
are actually challenging a child to listen, then you are actu-
ally preparing him to listen to everything. i mean to others, 
to life, to everything. and i see in this context the social 
level of the possibilities in the music. That’s how i feel. 

Quitt: The piece yesterday, ”Listen to the silence“ is a typi-
cal piece with regards to project development. Pieces likes 
these can be developed in the theatre system in Holland 
and Belgium much easier than here with us. That is still a 
problem for the opera houses. Where is the opportunity for 
such a piece in a pluralist youth music theatre? so, on the 
one hand i would be interested in whether it would maybe 
be necessary to include such modern forms? These such 
things – things that are more projects than pieces, things 
that can hardly be printed – must also present a problem 

for the publishers or music. are there not strategies with 
which music publishers can alter their orientation? For ex-
ample, being able to fix such projects in writing so that 
they allow lots of room for improvisation but can none-
theless be passed on? or, do such projects play no role for 
publishers? How do we handle this? do we want to try to 
integrate such projects into the municipal theatre system? 
Do we have to do that? Are the difficulties too big? 

Schaback: We certainly have to integrate that as far as we 
can. you can’t document a process, in the end you can only 
print a score. That is due to the nature of the of publishing, 
you can of course help in so far as making material availa-
ble in order to be able to get into the development of such a 
piece. But in the end, a publisher can only print what’s there. 
”The invisible Father“ for example, was developed in stutt-
gart and in the end pieces arose that can also be printed. 
and that you can then pass on. you just have to watch out 
that you don’t miss this development. children’s opera rep-
ertoire decays really quicky. What was popular in the 80s is 
no longer of much interest. you have to look to see what’s 
going on from above and then reach out and grab it.

Jukola-Nuorteva: i think at reseo, we’re constantly chal-
lenging the forms of opera, because we’re not only opera, 
we have the music and dance side as well and i think it is 
our duty to look at our art form and to take it to new terri-
tories, new comfort zones that we expand. i feel it is only 
the process that can tell us where we’re going next. We 
shouldn’t be deciding the steps beforehand. We have a 
plan but it’s important to let go of that plan and trust that 
a good outcome will follow once you’re sensitive enough 
to hear, listen, see and be observant as to what goes 
on. also in terms of a topic in society i feel it is very im-
portant, that what‘s going on comes very close to what’s 
going on on stage and that we use our views to express 
what’s going on. i see that constantly with children’s per-
formances. We recently did a workshop on ”La Bohème“ 
and in the end these 10 / 12 years old were talking about 
drinking problems and god-knows-what, and we thought 
these are quite heavy topics for 10-year-olds to look 
through, and yet, if they can’t look through this art form, 
where else should they be able to? How can they voice it, 
if not in what we do. and this is why we should be coura-
geous in what we do. The management needs to be cou-
rageous. i’m very glad to see that in the european context, 
lots of our colleagues are now members of the senior man-
agement or sitting on boards of the opera houses, so the 
education outreach isn’t just an ”add-on“ anymore but a 
crucial part of the planning and only when it’s embedded 
in the organisation i think the changes can start to happen. 

Quitt: Please give us a personal summary about your ex-
pectations and wishes, what are you going to take with.

Mallmann: i came here with a double perspective. on the 
one hand i was sent to represent the dramaturgs’ society. 
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From this perspective, I first of all looked to see: how have 
they arranged the congress? Because the dramaturgs’ so-
ciety has been hosting an annual conference for the past 
sixty years [...] i pay close attention to the relationship be-
tween theory and pracitice – how much input do i get, how 
much practical work do i do? i have really enjoyed the va-
riety of this programme. i really didn’t expect it. i would 
have like more theoretical input though. i really liked how 
they just defined the term experimentation because that 
was something where i thought: whoops, we took on that 
term without question in the workshops, in the experiment 
spaces, but where does it actually come from? We help our-
selves to the scientific term ”experimentation“ but no one 
says what an experiment is. What stance do scientists take 
on an experiment? and how do we behave as artists with 
one? [...] i would have liked to have had more theoretical 
input there, either before or after the experiment space. 
But i also think i have taken a lot with me, also for my ”in-
stitution“. [...] i think it is now important for the dramaturgs’ 
society not to fall too deep into this labelling. How can we 
together find formats that prompt us all to consider other 
art forms. so, just as i came here as a acting-based thea-
tre dramaturg, i also came here as a dance pedagogue and i 
felt veneration. Maybe the music theatre pedagogue needs 
to set about dismantling ths sense of veneration, venera-
tion for the term composer, opera singer, conductor [...] i’m 
taking a lot with me, namely the very banal: open your eyes, 
open your ears, listen to what is happening in the space. 
and that is the task i am taking with me. 

Seither: as a composer, i have gladly pursued the last cou-
ple of days‘ activities and have been really happy to make 
lots of the last impressions. For me, it was very exciting to 
see how very particular structures came into shape in my 
head, where now i’m not so sure whether they’re any good, 
but they have taken shape. and the one thing i‘ve observed 
is: what does the music do in the projects? in context? Two 
essential modes of behaviour have become apparent to me. 
That music is often still just in the background, it’s an ef-
fect or a filler. Thanks to the Experiment Space, I can all of 
a sudden imagine that there’s a context and in this context 
something makes a sound and that sound is not an add on. 
it’s not about theatre with sounds rather there’s a context, 
something makes a sound and then this sound changes the 
meaning of the context and vice versa – in the different 
context, the sound has a different effect on the listener. 
and that is a didactic model of reception. i can only appeal 
to you as theatre professionals – use the unbelievable ap-
paratus that’s available to you so that the various art forms 
can be brought together, so that we can see what comes 
out and hope that the same happens: that the context cre-
ated reinterprets the music and the music in turn reinter-
prets the context. i can actually only make two appeals to 
you all here: never make use of music that you yourself do 
not want to listen to [...] Take the best that occurs to you, 
and pursue it in a way that you want to encourage others 
to do, also. Make them interested, lead productive partner-

ships with composers. on every level we need to commu-
nicate about output, about getting ideas out there – seek 
them out and work with them.

Quitt: is there something there that you would take with 
you for your work as a composer, as a representative of the 
composers association, perhaps in something like com-
poser’s training in regards to music theatre? The question 
for you is always: how can you realise something that has 
been done here in your own work? 

Seither: What i can say is that the last few days have made 
me really keen again. We have 1100 composers in ger-
many and it’s important for the composers association 
that it represents all departments and we‘ve been work-
ing for years to maintain the complete openness of all de-
partments, to communciate their openness positively. as 
for you question, is there something i will take with me: i 
am taking a lot of enthusiasm with me, that i have drawn 
from here in that it has once again become clear to me that 
you are all sitting on a magnificent miracle machine. You 
have the man power, the structures, the possibilities. Make 
something of them!

Tepavac: i’ll start with the level of understanding regard-
ing what theatre is for young audiences. i think that most 
of the people among us are not really aware of the value of 
theatre for young audiences. actually, it’s always a question 
of its position – where is it in the scale of the hierarchy of 
the arts? so, theatre for young audiences is always some-
how a bit lower on the scale. What i’ve been faced with in 
this congress is how to work within the big structures. This 
is something strong, and now finally I’ve got an explana-
tion as to what this, ”no, i won’t take the costume, i don’t 
want to play, i’m only a musician who is playing the music“ 
means. in my country there is a complete contrary situa-
tion, even the minister of culture is saying: well if there are 
musicians, they love to play and they would however, even 
if they don’t have money. This is really ridiculous, and this 
is such a contradiction to what you have. so, for me, this is 
something i’ve become really aware of now. There are no 
doubts about where you are supported in that way. on the 
other side, i would like to emphasise the gap between un-
derstanding what the artists can do and that there is a lux-
ury to think about ourselves as artists who are on the ped-
estal of the art industry and we don’t care about ordinary 
life, what‘s going around us. i’m sure that there is a lot of 
money in the funds around, that are being used to deal 
with something else. We are losing the money we could 
use. We should be aware of the social impact the arts can 
make. We don’t have to deal with this in an everyday situ-
ation but somehow, somewhere we have to find out how 
to use this. another thing that i would like to say is: educa-
tion. education is really very conservative in all our acad-
emies, in theatre, in music. There is a crucial need to start 
to think about better valuing theatre for young audiences, 
whatever kind of field it may be. And we have to work with 
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our artists to get a bigger perspective. This is something i 
think is very important. silence, sounds, secrets, surprises – 
these are the words that belong in theatre everywhere. es-
pecially with children. and there is also one thing – the 
children that can’t hear sound, but can hear a rhythm. This 
also belongs to the music. so be aware of inclusivity, about 
children that can’t hear. Because there is a way to approach 
them. 

Jukola-Nuorteva: Firstly, i would like to congratulate the 
administration and the creative force behind the seminar 
and the festival. i think you’ve created a really well-bal-
anced programme with high-quality performances, work-
shops and i certainly feel that i’ve got a lot of food for 
thought as a professional, but also as an individual, food-
for-soul. so, i feel very lucky. on behalf of reseo, thank 
you very much for inviting us here. i’ve been impressed by 
the fact that in the performances, there’s been space to 
see performances but there’s still space left for my own 
imagination, so whatever i see on stage isn’t fully chewed 
and the final result. I think that’s the best thing in the arts: 
it’s not only about the performance but what it is that the 
performances make me think about myself. and i think if 
we grasp that, that’s when we have a future within this 
field of work. Another key thing for me is to think about 
it being important to go from entertainment to engage-
ment, whatever form that is. and it’s very important that 
we’re open to all forms. i think, it’s important to remem-
ber that we’re not in competition with one another but we 
should be supporting each other and we should find forms 
to collaborate with one another. Five years ago in Helsinki, 
the new york symphony approached the sibelius academy 
and said: we’ve heard of good results from the Finnish ed-
ucation system, can you tell us more about it? and they in-
troduced a programme where young children compose for 
professional orchestras. They don’t need to be musicians 
themselves at all and they don’t actually need to know an-
ything about music. it’s artists teaching job to offer the 
children ways to open up their creativity. Whether through 
drawings, whether through singing, whatever form of art. 
and somebody had to come all the way from new york to 
understand what all the big Finnish institutions realize: 
hey, we can actually work together! So for five years, we’ve 
had this tremendous project where we constantly invite 
new groups of children to create pieces for members of our 
three orchestras. it’s usually for an ensemble of 10 players, 
but in the end we’ve had several performances where the 
children’s pieces have been orchestrated for a full blown 
simphony orchestra.

Schaback: i have three points to make. one is participa-
tion. How do we get lay performers to take part, what’s 
the process like so that in the end something professional 
comes out of it? What do we even consider to be profes-
sional? The second is how do we get this experimenta-
tion on the main stages? How do we go from the develop-
ment of a piece on studio stages into the big houses? How 

is that possible? Thirdly: i am interested in various work 
methods. i perceive children and young people’s theatre as 
an incredibly ceative place in which you can come together 
with other institutions and can discover new work methods 
which in turn produce new artistic concepts. i’ve already 
mentioned Pfütze. in Berlin, there’s the children’s opera 
house Lichtenberg. charitas provide the personnel and 
then they take the singer who is to work with the children 
from the state opera. Very interesting, and they are located 
directly in Lichtenberg. and they are very interesting re-
sults too. How does something like that work? What effect 
does the method have upon the result? What i am taking 
with me is intense consideration of the audience. i think it 
is absolutely fantastic, eye-opening, just how people are 
taking the young audience into account here. i would hope 
for the same thing for the main stage too. in our workshop 
we had to step into the children’s shoes because on the 
one hand we were giving the workshop and on the other 
we were suddenly also children and we established: oh 
god, what are these adults doing with us? i think we came 
very far. a very interesting argument came from our most 
talented cellist: art is actually there to open things up, but 
it permanently shuts us out too. When confronted with the 
children we were dealing with: how am i shutting the chil-
dren out with our we-want-to-make-art? a very interesting 
experience. Why don’t we undertake this research on audi-
ences with the older ones? What’s stopping us from inves-
tigating our older audiences equally intensively? For all of 
these thoughts, i would like to thank you deeply. i would 
also like to say that there has been a real sense of sincer-
ity, and i say that as a congress observer, towards the chil-
dren as a group but also towards the material and the ex-
perimentation and towards the practical work. That’s not 
always the case in other circles – such a deep sincerity as 
that which i sense here. i think that is really great and en-
courages me that anything is possible.

The text is based on a transcription of the complete conversa-
tion and the next discussion is postlisten under:  
https://voicerepublic.com/users/happynewearscongress
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7. biographiEs
Specific information on all speakers and international observers 

mustafa akça

Mustafa akça was born in Berlin-Kreuz-
berg. after completing vocational train-
ing, he started taking courses in acting 
and moderation. Between 2004 and 
2011 he worked as a Berlin district Man-
ager  Here he initiated intercultural and 
cross-generational projects. since 2011, 
he has led the project “selam opera!“ at 
the Komische oper Berlin, which aims 
to address people from different cul-
tural backgrounds. inspire them with 
contemporary music theatre and to 
open the Komische oper Berlin up in an 
intercultural manner. additionally, 
Mustafa regularly works as an intercul-
tural coach, advising cultural and non-
profit organisations. Mustafa has been 
chairman of the jury of the biggest in-
tercultural public event in germany 

„Karneval der Kulturen“ since 2014.  

astrid bossuyt

astrid Bossuyt studied the violin under 
dejan Mijajev and Francis reussens at 
Flemish royal conservatory in antwerp, 
from which she graduated in 2008. she 
is a frequent guest at the VuB sym-
phonic orchestra (as concert master), 
the chamber orchestra in Mechelen, 
the Flemish symphonic orchestra, Mu-
sici dominacorum, arc-en ciel, and oth-
ers. she is a founding member of the 
„ensemble a“ in which she has a perma-
nent spot as a musician. currently she is 
a star performer and musician in the 
music theatre productions „nest“ and 
„caban“ from the „Theater de spiegel“.

ansElm dalfErt

anselm dalferth is a musican, drama-
turge and director. in 2013 he was 
awarded the studiopreis for his produc-
tion of Muricio Kagel’s play “der mündli-
che Verrat” (Verbal Betrayal) by the 
götz-Friedrich-stiftung. He has partici-
pated in the presentation of new pieces 
and the development of numerous new 
productions for both children and young 
people; he was production dramaturge 
for the 2014 production of “Böse geis-
ter” (Bad spirits), which was awarded 
the title ‘Premiere of the year’. He is a 
founding member of the Mannheim 
sound orchestra and founder of the 
sound ensemble Mainz. since 2009 he 
worked for nationaltheater Mannheim, 
and as of 2014 he is engaged at the 
staatstheater Mainz, where he heads up 
the series “Hörtheater” (audio Theatre).

JohannEs gaudEt

Johannes gaudethas worked for the na-
tionaltheater Mannheim since the 
2012/2013 season. gaudet studied at the 
Musikhochschule Freiburg (state Music 
school) where he graduated his creative 
training as a music pedagogue under the 
tutelage of Prof. Bernhard Wulff with a 
major in percussion. .. gaudet then stud-
ied school music and german at the uni-
versität, Freiburg while simultaneously 
working in the fields of music mediation 
and dramaturgy for, amongst others, the 
stadttheater Freiburg and the Festspiel-
haus Baden-Baden. after gaining his sec-
ond state qualification Gaudet began his 
position at the nationaltheater Man-

nheim as a music theatre dramaturge 
and pedagogue.

mathias hinkE

Mathias was born in 1973 in Mexico city 
and studied composition at the Manhat-
tan school of Music. He has lived in Ber-
lin since 1997 and studied art History at 
the Humboldt university of Berlin. 
Mathias has completed commissions for 
the opera nacional de Bellas artes, 
Mexico, deutsche oper Berlin, 
deutschlandfunk, orquesta sinfónica 
nacional de México, KnM Berlin, sonar 
Quartet, Mas sextet, and for the solo-
ists alban gerhardt and Michaela Kaune. 
Mathias’ music has been played by or-
chestras and ensembles in germany 
such as the Hamburg symphony orches-
tra, the Mannheim Philharmonic and 
the Hayom ensemble. since 2003 he has 
worked with schools in Berlin on edu-
cational arts projects; he participated 
twice in “Querklang” (an in-school com-
position project). Mathias has lead a 
project for the KnM campus ensembles 
(amateur musicians), which he also com-
posed. He is a lecturer at the institute 
for new Music at the Berlin university 
of the arts.

ulrikE hönig

growing up in Leipzig, ulrike Hönig was 
strongly influenced by the J. S. Bach 
music school. after having taught sun-
day school classes as a teenager, her 
passion for education grew stronger 
during her gap year, during which she 
volunteered at the Theater der altmark. 
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Here she assisted classroom-perfor-
mances and gave workshops on improv-
isation. ulrike started her academic 
studies in musicology with the objective 
to inspire people with art. While study-
ing her masters, ulrike simultaneously 
worked as a music educator at the 
Thüringen theatre and philharmonic 
and also helped establish the student 
radio station mephisto97.6’s Feuilleton 
publication. ulrike Hönig has been 
working as a music educator at the 
Junge oper stuttgart since the start of 
the 2015/16 seasonaatsoper stuttgart.

niEk idElEnburg

niek idelenburg studied conducting at 
the conservatory of amsterdam and 
graduated in classical singing under the 
tutelage of udo reinemann at the acad-
emy of art in utrecht. niek is now the 
artistic director of Holland opera, 
where he has implemented novel pro-
jects such as: “shakespeare, mythology 
and youth literature” – four operas for 
young audiences, based on the works of 
shakespeare and performed in dutch, 
English and Turkish; site specific operas 
including “Bluebeard” and “orfeo un-
derground”; as well pedagogical pro-
jects, an example being “class Theatre” 

– collaboration between five profes-
sional theatres and dance groups which 
develops new forms of culture and 
music education. He is the founder of 
amersfoort classical, a collaboration 
between venues and ensembles in am-
ersfoort, and he coaches new, young en-
sembles for the ancient Music Festival 
utrecht. 

sara JoukEs 

sara Joukes studied Musicology and has 
been working for Zonzo compagnie 
from 2011 as the administrator and pro-
ject manager of european grant appli-
cations. By working closely together 
with the artistic director, Wouter Van 
Looy, she’s witnessed the growth and 
development of the organization, which 
aim is to share richness of music with 
young audiences. The projects tour 
worldwide and have been awarded with 
the international yaMa award and eu-
ropean yeaH award as best and most 
innovative music projects for children. 
Furthermore, sara Joukes is responsible 
for the management of the european 
Big Bang project and the Big Bang net-
work. The Big Bang festival, which is 
being organized in 9 different cities 
throughout europe on a yearly basis, 
has recently been awarded with the eu-
ropean eFFe award, which stands for ar-
tistic quality and a significant impact on 
the local, national and international 
level. 

tuula Jukola-nuortEva

Tuula Jukola-nuortevastudied music ed-
ucation in Helsinki, followed by post 
graduate studies at the guildhall school 
of Music & drama, London, at the Perfor-
mance and communication skills depart-
ment. From 1995 to 2007 she worked at 
the royal opera House’s education de-
partment as a Music animateur and com-
poser. From 1996 to 2001 she was Musi-

cal director and later also the artistic 
director at the eno Baylis program’s 
youth opera Live culture.  Tuula Jukola-
nuorteva has led numerous performance 
and communication skill’s professional 
development courses for orchestra musi-
cians and teachers. she was appointed 
Head of education of the Finnish national 
opera in september 2010. since 2013 she 
became an elected member of reseo 
steering committee and she is also a for-
mer chair of the steering committee.

anna karinsdottEr

anna Karinsdotter has worked with 
young opera since 2003, and during 
that period of time she has developed 
both the education department as well 
as commissioned productions for young 
audiences. after a Master’s degree from 
the university of stockholm she worked 
for several years in education at muse-
ums in stockholm. When the opera 
house in 2003 started a project to reach 
out to young audiences she was asked 
to join the project and has been in 
charge of that work ever since. The 
young opera commissions two produc-
tions a year – opera or dance – always 
with the focus on the children’s per-
spective. young opera also provides a 
wide range of education activities for 
schools, family concerts and community 
work. 
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ina karr

ina Karr studied musicology, german 
philology and school music in Freiburg, 
germany. While studying she worked as 
a journalist for daily and trade publica-
tions as well as festival correspondent 
for BBc London. she went on to work as 
a dramaturg for the “eclat” Festival and 
as Managing director of the new Music 
ensemble aventure. Beginning in 2002 
ina worked as a dramaturg at the na-
tional Theatre Mannheim, from where 
she in 2006 progressed to the national 
Theatre in oldenburg as chief dramaturg 
for music theatre and, in 2009, their 
opera director. since 2014, she has been 
the chief dramaturg for music theatre at 
the state Theatre in Mainz. one of her 
focuses lies in the field of contemporary 
music theatre, particulary contemporary 
music theatre for young audiences. 

christian kEstEn

composer and director. Vocalist and per-
former. christian is a member of 
Maulwerker ensemble for Vocal experi-
mentation and Performance Music. He 
has been engaged as a composer by ob-
ject collection new york, rue du nord 
Lausanne, solistenensemble Kaleidoskop 
Berlin, for whom his pieces have filled the 
seats of the likes of radialsystem V Ber-
lin and schauspielhaus Wuppertal. He 
has also produced site specifics works for 
train stations, cellar spaces and the Vi-
enna Museum of Modern art’s three lifts. 
christian teaches experimental music at 
the university of the arts Berlin as well 
as contemporary puppetry at the ernst 
Busch school Berlin. He has led diverse 
projects with school children (amongst 
others Querklang and open your ears) 
and has taken up international invitations 
as guest presenter and seminar leader..

Diana Kžanić Tepavac

Diana Kržanić Tepavac graduated from 
the Faculty of dramatic arts of the uni-
versity of Belgrade, at the department 
of acting. along with the theatre, TV 
and film engagements she was engaged 
in the founding of the first informal the-
atre and artistic groups in former yugo-
slavia and interdisciplinary works in 
theatre, video art and art actions. as the 
president and programme director of 
assiTeJ serbia from 2008 onwards, she 
created and coordinated a number of 
national and international programmes 
and projects focused on current topics 
within the TYA field. As elected member 
of the executive committee of assiTeJ 
international, she initiated the estab-
lishment of europe 8+ regional network. 
Furthermore she was highly involved in 
the creation of the iian programme for 
inclusive art, being part of the core 
group. as assiTeJ ec member, she is 
currently involved in the Programme 
and Projects group, while being in 
charge of the next generation Place-
ments programme.

ulrich lEnZ 

ulrich Lenz studied musicology, theatre 
studies and art history in Munich, Berlin 
and Milan. during his time in italy as a 
correspondent for the newspaper die 
WeLT, he regularly reported on cultural 
happenings in northern italy. ulrich 
began his theatre career during the 
1997/98 season at the state opera in 
stuttgart as dramaturgy assistant. in 
the subsequent years, he worked as 
opera dramaturg at the theatres in Linz 
and Mannheim. in 2006 he became 
chief dramaturg at the state opera in 
Hannover, where he remained until 
2011. ulrich has been chief dramaturg 
since the 2012/13 season at the Komis-

che oper Berlin, forming part of Barrie 
Kosky’s new team.

christina lindgrEn

christina Lindgren is a scenographer 
and costume designer based in oslo. 
she has designed costumes and scenog-
raphy for more than fifty staged perfor-
mances of all genres. The projects she 
has worked on are experimental, 
strongly multidisciplinary and process-
based. she has a special interest in all 
kinds of hybrid forms which include 
music, often featuring sound generat-
ing scenography. Lindgren works in 
close collaboration with contemporary 
composers and musicians. she has also 
worked with classical performative 
music by Hindemith, Milhaud, reimann, 
nørgård and Kagel. she studied at the 
oslo national academy of the arts 
(KHio), where she is now a professor, 
and Berlin university of the arts. she 
founded dieserud/Lindgren with Hanne 
dieserud in 2009.

amEliE mallmann

since 2011 amelie Mallmann is working 
as a freelance dramaturge, theatre- and 
dance pedagogue. she worked as a 
dramaturge for the u/hof: theatre for 
young audiences at the Landestheater 
Linz from 2002 to 2005. she was en-
gaged as a theatre pedagogue and 
dramaturge at the Theater an der 
Parkaue, Junges staatstheater Berlin 
from 2005 to 2011, and since 2011 she 
works for institutions such as Junge dT 
(deutsches Theater Berlin), Kunstfest 
Weimar, Bürgerbühne at the national-
theater Mannheim, the school of Fine 
arts in Braunschweig, the festival au-
genblick mal!, the Hrvatski centar as-
siTeJ croatia and the sophiensaele Ber-
lin. amelie Mallmann is also very active 
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as an art mediator for schools in Berlin, 
and she is a board member of the dram-
aturgische gesellschaft (dramaturgs’ 
society).

bErnd mand

Bernd Mand lives and works in Man-
nheim as a freelance culture journalist 
and author, writing for, amongst others, 
deutsche Bühne, nachtkritik.de, XyPsi-
LonZeTT and Mannheimer Morgen. Be-
tween 2012 and 2015, he acted as one 
of six curators for augenblick Mal! a fes-
tival of theatre for young audiences. 
Bernd was a member of the jury for the 
Jungwild-Förderpreis für Junges Theater 
in Österreich in 2015, as well as for the 
Jugendtheaterpreis Baden Wüttemberg 
between 2010 to 2012. in 2013 he 
founded kulturjournalistische nach-
wuchsprojekt gusTaV (the gusTaV Pro-
ject for up and coming culture Journal-
ists) as well as numerous other projects 
in the field of culture education and me-
diation.

gErald mErtEns

after the completion of his training in 
choral and instrumental music, gerald 
Mertens studied law and church music 
at the university of Kiel. He completed 
placements at, amongst others, the Kiel 
state theatres, the Hamburg state 
opera, the association of german cities 
and the german Theatre and orchestra 
association in cologne. Mertens is the 
executive director of the german or-
chestra association, an associate of the 
gesellschaft zur Verwertung von Leis-
tungsschutzrechten (The association 
for the utilisation of neighbouring 
rights) as well as editor in chief of the 
magazine “das orchester”. as chairman 
of the young ears network „netzwerk 
junge ohren“, Mertens lobbies for the 

development of music mediation in ger-
many, austria and switzerland, and the 
connection of its driving forces.

annE-kathrin ostrop

anne-Kathrin ostrop has been working 
at the Komische oper Berlin since 2004, 
in the department for music theatre 
pedagogy. she conceptualizes and leads 
workshops for children, teenagers and 
young adults for all operas in each sea-
son’s repertoire. For every production, 
her work is documented in pedagogic 
material that is published within ger-
many. anne-Kathrin studied music and 
music pedagogy in Münster and dussel-
dorf, where she also completed her 
state teaching qualification. After grad-
uating from the Berlin university of arts 
in drama and theatre pedagogy, she 
worked as a freelance music theatre 
pedagogue at the Junge oper der staat-
soper stuttgart as well at various opera 
houses and educational institutions 
both in germany and worldwide. anne-
Kathrin led „Hip H’opera – così fan 
tutti“ – a project for young adults, 
which premiered in 2006 at the Komis-
che oper Berlin. 

roland Quitt

roland Quitt is a freelance dramaturge 
for contemporary music theatre. He 
founded the series “Visible Music” at 
Theater-Bielefeld where he also con-
ceptualised more than 20 new works in 
the field of new music theatre, beyond 
that of the classical opera form. He con-
tinued this work at nationaltheater 
Mannheim. in 2008, within the frame-
work of the international Theatre insti-
tute, roland initiated “Music Theater 
NOW”, the first and only worldwide 
competition of new music theatre, to-
gether with Laura Berman. since 2010 

roland has worked on freelance festival 
productions (amongst others: the Mu-
nich Biennale, acht Brücken Festival 
and Holland Festival). He was Head 
dramaturge of the KunstFestspiele Her-
renhausen between 2011 and 2015. 
since 2015 roland has been the chair-
man of the newly founded association: 
Zeitgenössisches Musiktheater Berlin 
e.V. (association of contemporary Music 
Theatre Berlin)

prof. dr. matthias rEbstock

Matthias rebstock is a contemporary 
music theatre director. He develops new 
operas and music theatre productions 
and focusses upon where music, theatre 
and digital mediums border each other-
His work can be seen at numerous fes-
tivals and stages, such as: staatsoper 
stuttgart, nationaltheater Mannheim, 
Konzert Theater Bern, Konzerthaus Ber-
lin, neuköllner oper Berlin, Biennale für 
Musiktheater München, ecLaT stutt-
gart, musicadhoy Madrid, grec Festival 
Barcelona, new Music Festival stock-
holm, Musicia nova sao Paulo. He is a 
professor of scenic Music at the univer-
sity of Hildesheim and author of several 
books and articles regarding the possi-
ble forms of staging music (notably 
forms of musicalised theatre, music the-
atre and opera) as well as the history 
and aesthetics of new music.

Joscha schaback

Joscha Schaback was first engaged as a 
music theatre pedagogue at the ruhr-
Triennale under gerard Mortier. subse-
quently he acted as a dramaturge in 
Kiel, and then as director of opera in 
Heidelberg and Karlsruhe, where he de-
veloped his professional focus on music 
theatre. Joscha has worked for the stage 
department of the schottverlag with a 
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focus on music theatre for children 
since 2015. He has worked as a lec-
turer at several german conservato-
ries and universities and has written 
for, amongst others, der Tagespiegel, 
Merkur – deutsche Zeitschrift für eu-
ropäisches denken, Theater der Zeit and 
die deutsche Bühne. 

dr. charlottE sEithEr

dr. charlotte seither studied composi-
tion, piano, musicology and german phi-
lology in Hannover and Berlin. she 
wrote her doctoral thesis on Luciano 
Berio. she is a member of the geMa 
board of directors and a chairman of the 
german composers association. she is 
also a popular jury member and curator 
in international committees. she was 
artist in residence at cité des arts Paris, 
deutschen studienzentrum Venice, in 
the Villa aurora Los angeles and artLab 
Johannesburg and was a scholar of the 
german academy Villa Massimo in 
rome. charlotte seither has been hon-
oured with several awards including 1st 
price in the international composer’s 
competition, Prager Frühling, and the 
Praetorius Musikpreis by the state of 
Lower-saxony, germany.  

karEl van ransbEEck

Karel Van ransbeeck has been the ar-
tistic director of Theater de spiegel 
since 1994 and is a founding member of 
assiTeJ Belgium. in his artistic develop-
ment, Karel Van ransbeeck investigates 
the symbioses between figures, objects, 
music, sound and text in order to de-
velop a theatrical language for a larger 
audience. in 2004 he created ‘de rode 
Draak’, his first theatre production for a 
very specific audience: children younger 
than 3 years. Karel studied at the na-
tional Puppeteer Theatre in Budapest 

and at the university for Theatre, Film 
and Television in Brussels. Karel was 
engaged as a puppeteer, director or sce-
nographer in several puppeteering com-
panies: Taptoe, de Maan, Welle, Vlin-
ders en co, Froe Froe. He taught at the 
school for Puppeteering in Mechelen for 
7 years and gave workshops in puppet 
theatre and puppeteering in various col-
leges in Flanders and the netherlands.

prof. dr. raimund vogEls

raimund Vogels studied musicology in 
cologne, Legon (ghana) and Berlin, 
where he completed his Phd 1987 Vo-
gels subsequently worked as a research 
associate at  the Music ethnology de-
partment of the Berlin Völkerkundemu-
seum, where he helped establish a 
music archive at the university of Mai-
duguri, nigeria. after a 5 year long en-
gagement at the university of cologne’s 
institute of Musicology, Vogels habili-
tated on the topic of “Music at islamic 
sovereign courts in north eastern nige-
ria.”  Between 2001 and 2010 Vogels 
worked as director, and professor, of 
Musicology at the Hochschule für Musik 
und Theater in Hannover. since 2011, he 
has been the director of the universität 
Hildesheim Foundation’s center for 
World Music (cVM).

Johanna wall

Johanna Wall studied Japanese studies 
and dramaturgy in Munich. after work-
ing for festivals like the Munich Bien-
nale for new Music Theatre and 
sPieLarT Festival, she worked at the 
theatres in Tübingen and Heidelberg 
before, in 2007, becoming the acting di-
rector for opera dramaturgy at the old-
enburg state Theatre. as a dramaturge 
for drama and music theatre Johanna 
has work with directors such as Marc 

Becker, anna Bergmann, Bettina Bruin-
ier, Herbert Fritsch and Lisa stöppler. in 
the field of dance, Johanna has worked 
with choreographers such as Marcel 
Leemann (Physical dance Theatre) and 
Jan Pusch as well as the performance 
groups proT (Munich), interobang (Ber-
lin) and Mamalian Diving Reflex (To-
ronto)). since 2012 Johanna has been a 
dramaturge at the Komische oper Ber-
lin.

 prof. dr. gEEschE wartEmann

Prof. dr. phil. geesche Wartemann is 
professor for esthetics within children 
and youth Theatre at the Hildesheim 
university. Her research and work is fo-
cusing on esthetics within children and 
youth theatre, concepts on theatre edu-
cation as well as strategies and forms 
of interaction between artists and 
young audiences during rehearsals and 
performances of contemporary children 
and youth theatre. 

martin ZEls

Martin Wilhelm gerhard Zels was born 
in 1967 and is happy to describe himself 
as an artist. Music and words have al-
ways been a preoccupation of his and 
while he finds himself penning music 
and text for others, this remains a task 
he does above all for himself. Life itself 
is close to Martin’s heart; the time will 
come in which art, like love, will be rec-
ognised as sustenance and will be her-
alded as an elixir, from whose miracu-
lous powers whole universes can be 
drawn. This young artist is awaiting this 
not too distant era. Meanwhile he’s en-
tertaining himself with conversations 
and enterprise both home and away and, 
all things considered, is doing just fine. 
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list of participants
The following individuals took part in the congress: 

Mustafa akça · Hannah antkowiak · rose Bartmer · christopher Baumann · Katrin Beck · roland Bedrich · georg Biedermann 
eva Binkle · christoph Böhmke · astrid Bossuyt (nL) · niklas Brommare (sWe) · Henrike Bruns · Thomas clemens · anselm dalferth 
 Johanna danhauser · Teresa darian · rené dase · Jan-Bart de clerq · Jürgen decke · nina dietrich · rudolf döbler · dagmar domroes 
carina eberle · Katharina eick · anna eitzroth · Magdalena erhard · Prof. dr. Thomas erlach · eva eschweiler · Meike Fechner · Maike 
Fölling ·  Bruno Franceschini · Barbara Frazier · Pia Friedrich-Mersich · Hans-Peter Frings · anja Fürstenberg · Tina gadow · ellen 
gallagher ·  Johannes gaudet · rebekka gebert · annette geller · sam glazer · rebecca graitl · Jule greiner · andrea gronemeyer · anna 
grüssinger · göksen güntel · sebastian Hanusa · dorothea Hartmann · Kirsten Haß · iduna Hegen · Karin sophie ann-Marie 
Helsing (sWe) · Julia dina Hesse · Mathias Hinke · sally Hobson · ulrike Hönig · svenja Horn · neele Hülcker · niek idelenburg 
(NL) · Sedef Iskin · Annett Israel · Josefine Israel · Sara Joukes (NL) · Tina Jücker · Tuula Jukola-Nuorteva · Natascha Kalmbach · Maria 
Karamoutsiou · anna Karinsdotter (sWe) · ina Karr · Matthias Keller · christian Kesten · Lisa Klingenburg · nina Klöckner · Kathrin 
Kondaurow · Andrea Kramer · Uta Kreher · Anne-Marie Kremer (NL) · Arno Krokenberger · Diana Kržanić Tepavac (SRB) · Thomas 
Kümmel · christoph Lappler · ulrich Lenz · christina Lindgren (nor) · Bernhard F. Loges · amelie Mallmann · Bernd Mand · alexander 
Mathewson · ann-christine Mecke · angela Merl · gerald Mertens · Tessa Möllmann · Markolf naujoks · Laura nerbl · Birgitte Holt 
nielsen (dnK) · simone odenthal · arno oehri (Lie) · Katharina ortmann · anne-Kathrin ostrop · claus overkamp · Kornelius 
Paede · Regina Pfiester · Christiane Plank-Baldauf · Aglaia Pusch (BRA) · Roland Quitt · Josephine Rausch · Matthias Rebstock · Anna 
richter · Till rölle ·  elisabeth roos · nadja rüde · Joscha schaback · Johanna schatke · Volker schindel · daria schirmer · oliver 
schmaering · david schoch · anja schödl (cH) · Katharina schröck · Britta schünemann · susanne schwarz-steiner · charlotte 
seither · Jana simon · dagmar slagmolen (nL) · Lisa spintig · isabel stegner · ulrike stöck · Friedrich stockmeier · steffen Tast · Marie-
Louise Tralle · sybrand van der Werf (nL) · Karl van ransbeeck (nL) · gabriele Villbrandt (Lie) · raimund Vogels · dominik 
Vogl · gudrun Vogler · ingeborg Zadow · Johanna Wall · Helena Walther · Xiaoxin Wang (cHn) · geesche Wartemann · anissa 
Wernersbach · Kerstin Wiehe · Krysztina Winkel · Bastian Woltjer (nL) · Martin Zels · Tahel Zinsstag 
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